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ABSTRACT
INNOVATIVE APPLICATIONS OF LASER REMOTE SENSING
OF GASES, AEROSOLS AND WIND
by
Adrian Diaz Fortich

Adviser: Professor Fred Moshary

Over the years, a major component of the research carried out at the Optical Remote Sensing
Laboratory of the City College of New York has been on active sensing technologies and their
different applications in atmospheric studies. This thesis builds upon and looks to further advance
this field by demonstrating innovative applications of laser remote sensing technologies for studies
involving trace gases, aerosol particles and wind; which are key components of the Earth’s
atmosphere. First, we present the demonstration of gas concentration measurements using a
quantum cascade laser open path system with characteristics that make it promising for mobile
and/or multidirectional remote detection of gas leaks. This work looks to address an important
environmental concern as fugitive methane emissions from industrial plants and pipelines can
contribute to the global increase of greenhouse gas concentration and are a security and safety
issue because of the risk of fire, explosion or toxicity. Second, we present horizontal measurements
of the spatial distribution of aerosols over New York City using a scanning eye-safe elastic micropulse lidar system. Two case studies are presented in which different methodologies are applied in
order to estimate the backscatter and extinction coefficients. These observations demonstrate
capabilities to monitor local emission sources and rapid transport of aerosols, which are of great
iv

importance for air quality monitoring in urban areas due to the harmful effects of particulate
pollution on human health. Lastly, we present the analysis of airborne wind measurements using
a micro pulse Doppler lidar and comparison against ground measurements. Moreover, in order to
evaluate the performance of the airborne system, we investigate some of the factors that may
influence wind measurement uncertainty and provide insights on how to improve measurement
precision while minimizing errors.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION TO LASER REMOTE SENSING OF ATMOSPHERIC
CONSTITUENTS
In addition to the main atmospheric gaseous components (nitrogen, oxygen and water
vapor), the atmosphere also contains trace gases and aerosols that, despite being minor constituents
with very low concentrations, have a strong impact in many atmospheric processes. For example,
some trace gases are highly effective at trapping outgoing infrared radiation from Earth, generating
the so-called greenhouse effect. Human activities, and especially fossil fuel burning, have played
a big role in increasing the emissions of these gases, which could lead to global warming [Stocker
et al. 2013].
Aerosols are small solid or liquid particles suspended in the air. They have strong effects
on the Earth’s radiation budget, air, visibility, clouds and precipitation. Therefore, it is of great
interest to understand their physical and optical properties such as size, concentration and
extinction coefficient. Among the different anthropogenic sources of aerosols, some of the most
significant ones are biomass burning, fuel combustion and industrial processes [Wallace and
Hobbs 2006].
Because of human activities, such as burning and combustion processes, that produce both
trace gases and aerosols, their concentrations are high in urban and industrialized areas, which
causes a deterioration of visibility and air quality to the point where it can pose a threat to human
health. For example, pollutants such as ozone, particulate matter and nitrogen dioxide are known
to have detrimental effects on human health [Brunekreef and Holgate 2002; Fenger 1999].
Trace gases and aerosols contribute to the extinction of radiation by scattering and
absorption processes. When gas molecules absorb radiation, there is an increase in their internal
energy that produces transitions in their rotational, vibrational and/or electronic states. Rotational
1

transitions involve small changes in energy that may be observable in the far-infrared and
microwave wavelength range. Vibrational transitions are associated with absorption lines often
directly observable in the near- and mid-infrared. While electronic transitions are usually observed
with radiation in the ultraviolet and visible part of the spectrum.
The scattering of radiation by atmospheric particles depends strongly on the size parameter
𝑥 = 2𝜋𝑟/𝜆, where r is the particle radius and 𝜆 is the radiation wavelength. The scattering by
particles that are much smaller in size compared to the wavelength of radiation, can be called
Rayleigh scattering, with a relatively small scattering cross section. On the other hand, the
scattering by very large particles compared to the wavelength of radiation approaches geometric
optics limit. Methods like Rayleigh and Mie theory are applicable to describe the scattering
behavior of small, randomly-oriented particles and spherical particles of arbitrary size,
respectively. Many different types of atmospheric particles meet the criteria (at least
approximately) for one of these methods to be applied [Wallace and Hobbs 2006; Petty 2006].
By exploiting the different mechanisms in which electromagnetic radiation interacts with
matter, different atmospheric constituents can be detected. This is the principle behind atmospheric
remote sensing techniques, which implement measurements of atmospheric properties and
processes at a distance, using radiation sensors placed in space, on aircraft or on the surface.
Remote sensing systems are classified into passive systems, which detect radiation emitted by
natural sources (e.g. the sun), and active systems, which emit radiation and analyze the returned
signal. Even though atmospheric remote sensing techniques that utilize active light sources did not
begin with the invention of the laser, it was only until then that they underwent a rapid
development.

2

Among the different active remote sensing techniques, light detection and ranging
(LIDAR) technologies have played an important role in the field of atmospheric profiling. Lidar
consist of a laser beam sent into the atmosphere where it is scattered by the molecules and particles
present. The portion of the light that is scattered back is then collected by the receiver. While
aerosol lidars produce measurements by exploiting scattering effects, measurement techniques for
atmospheric gases commonly rely on absorption by gas molecules. That is the case of active longpath differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS) systems and differential absorption lidar
(DIAL) [Weitkamp 2005; Platt and Stutz 2008].

3

4

CHAPTER 2. OPEN-PATH QUANTUM CASCADE LASER SENSOR FOR ACTIVE
STAND-OFF DETECTION OF CH4 AND N2O LEAKS USING HARD-TARGET
BACKSCATTERED LIGHT

Abstract
Fugitive gas emissions from agricultural or industrial plants and gas pipelines are an
important environmental concern as they contribute to the global increase of greenhouse gas
concentrations. Moreover, they are also a security and safety concern because of possible risk of
fire/explosion or toxicity. This study presents standoff detection of CH4 and N2O leaks using a
quantum cascade laser open-path system that retrieves path-averaged concentrations by collecting
the backscattered light from a remote hard target. It is a true standoff system and differs from other
open-path systems that are deployed as point samplers or long-path transmission systems that use
retroreflectors. The measured absorption spectra are obtained using a thermal intra-pulse
frequency chirped DFB quantum cascade laser (QCL) at ~7.7 μm wavelength range with ~200 ns
pulse width. Making fast time resolved observations, the system simultaneously realizes high
spectral resolution and range to the target, resulting in path-averaged concentration retrieval. The
system performs measurements at high speed ~15 Hz and sufficient range for standoff detection
of gas leaks (up to 45 m, ~148 feet) achieving an uncertainty of 3.1 % and normalized sensitivity
of 3.3 ppm m Hz−1/2 for N2O and 9.3 % and normalized sensitivity of 30 ppm m Hz−1/2 for CH4 with
a 0.31 mW average power QCL. Given these characteristics, this system is promising for mobile
or multidirectional search and remote detection of gas leaks.

5

2.1. Introduction
Fugitive gas emissions from agricultural or industrial plants, or natural gas pipeline
infrastructure are a concern due to their impact on the global warming [Stocker et al. 2013] and
their possible toxicity or fire and explosive risks. For these reasons, optical methods to detect
fugitive emission of greenhouse or hazardous gases over large areas have been developed
[Demtroder et al. 2008; Weitkamp 2005; Fujii 2005; Hodgkinson amd Tatam 2013]. Among these
methodologies, open-path Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (OP-FTIR) has been commonly
used for gas concentration measurement [Bacsik et al. 2005; Wooster et al. 2011; Smith et al. 2011;
Heise et al. 2001], and in the near-UV and near-ir, differential optical absorption spectroscopy
(DOAS) has been applied [Plane and Saiz-Lopez 2006; Volkamer et al. 2005; McGonigle 2007;
Platt and Stutz 2008]. Differential absorption lidar (DIAL) and Raman scattering lidar (RSL) are
also mature techniques for active remote sensing of atmospheric trace gases and water vapor. More
recently, a lidar system based on optical correlation spectroscopy using spectrally broadband laser
coupled to pulse shaping techniques achieved range resolved gas concentration measurements in
the atmosphere [Thomas et al. 2012 and 2013]. In addition, technological improvements in tunable
diode sources have been achieved, making tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy an
important method for gas concentration measurement or leak detection [Li et al. 2014], using either
direct transmission or backscattered light from a topographic target [Frish et al 2010; Waimer et
al. 2002].
Similarly, the Quantum Cascade Laser (QCL) has become a reliable mid-infrared light
source for various trace gas sensing applications [Kosterev et al. 2008; Gmachl et al. 2001; Curl
et al 2010;Zhang et al 2014] either in pulsed [Santoni et al. 2014; Manne et al 2006; Cao 2012] or
continuous mode [Cao 2012; Miller et al 2014]. QCLs can operate at room temperature or with
6

thermoelectric cooling (TEC), are relatively compact and can address mid- to long-wave infrared
spectral range applications where many trace gases exhibit significant absorption features. As a
consequence, QCLs have successfully been used in many application such as cigarette smoke
analysis [Crawford et al. 2007; Shi et al. 2003], NO detection [Kluczynski et al. 2011; Menzel et
al. 2009], NO2 detection [Karpf and Rao 2009], engine exhaust analysis [Duxbury et al. 2011;
Weber et al. 2002; Weidmann et al. 2004], and breath analysis [Risby and Tittle 2010; McCurdy
et al. 2007].
One trace gas detection technique takes advantage of the intra-pulse frequency chirp
observed in output of a pulsed distributed feedback (DFB) QCL.

More specifically, the

wavelength of a DFB-QCL when used in pulsed mode is rapidly chirped during the course of the
pulse resulting in a well defined frequency sweep, allowing this type of laser to be used for intrapulse spectroscopy [Duxbury et al. 2005]. In a previous contribution [Castillo et al. 2013], we
demonstrated ambient trace gas measurements in a 215 meter multi-pass cell based on this
technique using a pulsed DFB-QCL at 7.7 µm. We showed that the system is capable of fast
retrieval (~ 5 msec) of simultaneous path-averaged methane and nitrous oxide ambient
concentrations with < 1% ambient accuracy. We further discussed an open-path quantum cascade
laser (OPQCL) based system that deployed a retroreflector to fold the beam back to a
telescope/detector receiver system and showed preliminary field measurements. More recently,
the OPQCL was deployed in the field to make long term (>30 hrs) simultaneous path-averaged
methane and nitrous oxide measurements for a roundtrip path length of 500 meters. A manuscript
on this work is under preparation.
The system utilizes a retro-reflector (similar to an OP-FTIR system) to define a
measurement path (fence-line), and is a field-deployable fast response sensor for simultaneous
7

detection of path-averaged methane, nitrous oxide ambient concentrations with < 1% ambient
accuracy.
Most of the measurement techniques mentioned above are either point samplers that deploy
some sort of multi-pass cell or cavity, or fence-line systems that deploy a retro-reflector. The latter
systems are not ideal for mobile or multi-directional measurements since the direction of the beam
is defined by the system layout and has to be realigned when the system is moved, while point
samplers cannot do stand-off remote detection of fugitive gas emissions. Remote leak detection
systems require fast measurement cycle (> 10 Hz), portability and sufficient range to scan large
areas in short time [Frish et al 2010].
We present in this study a potential system for remote gas leak detection using the
backscattered light off a hard target with a fast measurement cycle. The measurement cycle for
retrieving concentration using this system is 68 ms, corresponding to the time to averaging 1024
laser shots at 20 kHz (50 ms) and the data processing time (18 ms). Actual topographic targets
present a wide variety of backscattering coefficients and angular distributions [Lwin et al. 2010].
Therefore, as a first demonstration of the system capabilities, we decided to carry out our
measurements with a well-characterized reflectance target; Infragold from Labsphere. The
Infragold target is a diffuse scattering target for mid-IR light with typical reflectance of > 94% and
a near-Lambertian behavior. We performed gas concentration measurements using a modified
QCLOPS system in a backscatter configuration with path length of up to 45 meters (~ 148 ft.). Our
novel approach allows for simultaneously high spectral and temporal resolution gas spectroscopy
and precise measurements of the target range using time resolved observations. These
measurements are obtained with short measurement cycle and at sufficient range that could
potentially allow for fast, mobile or multidirectional gas leak monitoring.
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Measurements were performed on methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O), respectively
the second and third most potent anthropogenic greenhouse gases. Both are the source of major
concern for environmental issues. Nitrous oxide has a global warming effect 300 times higher than
CO2 mostly because of its lifetime in the atmosphere of 114 years and strong mid-IR absorption
bands, however its effect is limited by its relatively low ambient concentration of 0.3 ppm.
Methane has a global warming potential 25 times higher than carbon dioxide. In addition its
ambient concentration has increased by a factor of 2.5 since pre-industrial times, from 0.7 ppm to
1.8 ppm [Stocker et al. 2013]. Methane is also a highly explosive gas when its concentration is >
5% in the ambient air, making it urgent to remotely and quickly detect methane leaks [Yaws 1999;
Zabetakis 1965].
2.2 Quantum Cascade Laser Open Path System Methodology
This section presents the principle of the stand-off QCLOPS together with the related the
system optical layout. The system is based on active differential optical absorption spectroscopy
(DOAS) [Platt and Stutz 2008]. A quantum cascade laser emits a laser pulse, with intensity I0(t),
expressed as a function of time t. This laser pulse is directed towards a scattering target. A receiver
system based on a Newtonian telescope, coaxial with the laser, and a mid-ir detector are used to
collect and detect the backscattered light from the target; noted here as I(t). During propagation
from the laser to the target and then back to the detector, the laser light undergoes optical extinction
due to the presence of gas molecules as displayed in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1. Optical layout of the QCLOPS in backscatter configuration.
A remarkable feature of this QCLOPS is that its laser source is not actively scanned, nor
does it use a spectrally resolved detector. In order to measure an absorption spectrum, it uses the
intra-pulse frequency chirp of a pulsed DFB-QCL. The performance and reliability of intra-pulse
spectroscopy using chirped QCLs have been established and demonstrated for gas concentration
measurement such as ozone [Taslakov et al. 2006], ammonia and ethylene [Manne et al. 2009],
methane and nitrous oxide [Castillo et al. 2013], carbon dioxide and water vapor [McCulloch et
al. 2003], difluoroethylene [Normand et al. 2003], nitric oxide [Kluczynski et al. 2011; Menzel et
al 2001; Kosterev and Tittel 2002], and methane isotopic composition [Kosterev et al. 1999] to
name a few. As the laser is emitting the pulse for a few hundred nanoseconds, the substrate
temperature varies causing a change in its refractive index. As a consequence, within the pulse
duration the frequency of the DFB-QCL is shifted from high to low with a given chirp rate (1 cm1 in ~ 200 nanoseconds in our case), in a stable and repeatable manner [Dusxbury et al. 2005].
Therefore, as shown in Figure 2.2, the time resolved intensity I(t) measurement can be converted
to a spectrally resolved intensity I(υ) using the experimentally-determined chirping rate of the QCL
10

(details of this conversion are presented in Section 2.4.1). For this reason, the outgoing signal
intensity I0(t) (herein referred to as reference signal) and the return signal intensity I(t) can be
mapped to a function of frequency υ:

Figure 2.2. (a) The reference signal I0(t) of approximately 200 ns and (b) the measured signal I(t)
showing a dip in transmission due to the gas absorbance, are measured as a function of time but
can be converted to a function of frequency (c and d) given the chirp rate of the laser.
The optical intensity I(υ) received by the detector from a scattering target at range L is
described by:
!

𝐼(𝜐) = "! ∙ 𝐼# (𝜐) ∙ 𝑒 $%"#$ (') ∙ 𝛽

(2.1)

Where β is the backscatter coefficient of the hard target expressed in sr-1, and K is a
coefficient accounting for the optical efficiency of the system. While both β and K are also
frequency dependent, they can be considered as nearly constant over a frequency micro-window
of ~ 1 cm-1. The absorbance of the target gas is denoted as agas(υ) and is defined as:
𝑎)%* (𝜐) = 𝜎(𝜐) ∙ 𝐶 ∙ 2𝐿

(2.2)

Where σ(υ) is the absorption cross-section, C is the concentration to be determined and 2L
is the round-trip distance between the transmitter and the scattering target. This treatment is
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presented for a single gas species, however, multiple gas analysis is carried to take into account
contribution from gases other than the target species by considering the sum of the absorbance for
each gas [Castillo et al. 2013]. In leak detection applications, typically absorption from the target
gas dominates.
From Equation 2.1, the negative logarithm of the ratio between the measured signal I(υ) over the
reference signal I0(υ) is equal to the measured relative absorbance ameas(υ):
+(')

−𝑙𝑛 6+

% (')

7 = 𝑎,-%* (𝜐)

(2.3)

Where ameas(υ) can be expressed as:
𝑎,-%* (𝜐) = 𝐴 + 𝐵 ∙ 𝜐 + 𝑎)%* (𝜐)

(2.4)

Where A and B are the coefficients of a first-order polynomial that accounts for constant
and linear terms and include −𝑙𝑛(𝛽𝐾⁄𝐿. ) term and other background losses, biases, etc. A linear
term correction is sufficient to account for spectral features caused by artifacts, aerosols and target
surface reflectance which are spectraly broad and vary slowly within the spectral window
observed; while gas absorption features are easily distinguishable due to their sharp peaks.
The measured relative absorbance ameas(υ) is the result of the convolution of the actual
absorbance and the instrument function denoted as Ψ(υ), which gives the spectral resolution limit.
Based on the laser bandwidth, the chirp rate of the laser and the bandwidth of the detector and
acquisition system, the spectral resolution has been found to be equal to 0.03 cm-1 and the
instrument function Ψ(υ) to be a Gaussian function having a FWHM equal to the spectral
resolution.
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2.3 Gas Concentration Retrieval Method
This section briefly presents the methodology used to retrieve the gas concentration using
the least-squares analysis, background information can be found in the literature [Castillo et al.
2013; Bevington and Robinson 2003; Chapra and Canale 2010; Press et al. 2007].
From the reference and the measurement signal, respectively I0(υ) and I(υ), the gas concentration
can be retrieved using the least-squares fitting technique. As presented in Figure 2.3, the leastsquares fit is operated between:
•

The measured relative absorbance ameas(υ)

•

The reference absorbance aref(υ) obtained from the convolution of the instrument
function of our system Ψ(υ) and the absorbance generated from the HITRAN database
and GENSPECT [Rothman et al. 2009] for the target gas and other interfering ambient
gases and for reference concentrations and path length.
Reference
signal Io(υ)

Measurement
signal I(υ)

−!"

!(!)
!
!! (!)

Measured relative
absorbance ameas(υ)

Least-squares
fitting

Instrument
function Ψ(υ)

HITRAN
database

Convolution

GENSPECT

Reference
absorbance aref(υ)

Concentration and
uncertainty

Figure 2.3. Gas concentration retrieval method.
More precisely, Equation 2.2 can be rewritten as:
1
1
(𝜐) = =𝜎1 (𝜐) ∙ 𝐶/-0
𝑎/-0
∙ 2𝐿/-0 > ∗ 𝛹(𝜐)
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(2.5)

1
(𝜐) is the reference absorbance, 𝜎1 (𝜐) is the absorption cross section, and
Where 𝑎/-0
1
𝐶/-0
is reference concentration (usually on the order of typical ambient concentrations) for gas

species i, Lref is a reference length on the order of typical operating path length. From Equation
2.2, the absorbance due to all gas species is then:
𝑎)%* (𝜐) = ∑1

2& . "
&
2'()
. "'()

1
(𝜐)
. 𝑎/-0

(2.6)

Where Ci is the concentration of gas species i. Using Equation 2.6, Equation 2.4 can be
rewritten as:
1
(𝜐)
𝑎,-%* (𝜐) = 𝐴 + 𝐵 ∙ 𝜐 + ∑1 𝐷1 . 𝑎/-0

(2.7)

Where:
𝐷1 =

2 &"

(2.8)

&
2'()
"'()

Coefficients A, B and Di are obtained using least-squares fitting [Bevington and Robinson
2003; Chapra and Canale 2010; Press et al. 2007]. From Equation 2.8, the studied gas
concentrations and uncertainty associated with them can be calculated as:
1
𝐶 1 = 𝐷1 ∙ 𝐶/-0
∙ 𝐿/-0 /𝐿

(2.9)

1
∆𝐶 1 = ∆𝐷1 ∙ 𝐶/-0
∙ 𝐿/-0 /𝐿

(2.10)

In the case of leaks, typically the absorbance of the target species dominates. The least
square data analysis presented in this paper below takes into account contributions from methane,
nitrous oxide and water vapor gas species (index i in treatment above); where either methane or
nitrous oxide leaks are introduced and the two other gases are interfering species (at their
respective ambient levels).
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Laser intensity fluctuations, and changes in hard target backscattering coefficient, path
length, broad background absorption features, and scaling factor related to measured reference
signal alter the measured relative absorbance ameas(υ) as evident in Equation 2.1. However, as long
as these effects do not introduce spectral structures within the frequency micro-window used,
change in ameas(υ) will consist of a constant bias, or at most a linear term, that is compensated by
the coefficients A and B and do not affect the retrieved gas concentrations.
The sensor principle and retrieval method described above provide operational
characteristics that are essential to carryout mobile and remote detection of leaks. In addition, as
the technique presented in this work has high temporal resolution, the path length L is calculated
for every measurement by resolving the delay between the transmission and reception of the laser
pulse and thus, variations of path length in potential mobile/multidirectional application of the
system may be automatically taken into account.
2.4. Measurements of CH4 and N2O Concentration
This section begins with QCLOPS system details and specifications, then a numerical
analysis is performed to evaluate the expected SNR and uncertainties of the retrieved concentration
for methane. Finally, experimental results are presented and discussed for both CH4 and N2O. For
this study, the N2O and CH4 vibrational-rotational absorption bands located between 1295 and
1296 cm-1 are considered. This spectral range has been chosen since both gases can be addressed
within the tunable range of a single DFB QCL. Figure 2.4 presents the calculated reference
absorbance spectrum of ambient CH4 (1.8 ppm) and N2O (0.3 ppm) for an 80 meters path using
the HITRAN database [Rothman et al. 2009].
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Figure 2.4: Absorbance spectra for ambient concentrations of CH4 and N2O, 80 m optical path,
300 K, and 1 atm.
2.4.1 Experimental Setup
The infrared source used is an Alpes Laser pulsed DFB-QCL operating with a pulse length
of 200 ns and at 20 kHz repetition rate. The average power is 0.31 mW, resulting in a low-power
eye-safe system. The laser beam is then expanded by a 4x beam expander to decrease the
divergence. The stability of the DFB QCL and its chirp rate has been established in a number of
earlier works as noted in Section 2.2. Here, it was studied by measuring the fluctuations on the
FWHM of gas absorption bands over a few days. Results show fluctuations of less than 6 % in the
chirp rate, with no evidence of long term drift. We note that these observation is also consistent
with our continuous long term (30 hrs) field measurements of ambient methane and nitrous oxide
concentrations with a fence-line system utilizing the same laser [Castillo et al. 2013].
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The scattering target used is a 160 cm2 Infragold target by Labsphere. This target possesses
high diffuse (near-Lambertian) reflectance in the near and middle infrared (larger than 94 %). The
target is placed ~40 meters away from the QCLOPS sensor. When using different topographic
targets such as brick, wood, rock, plastic, or metal, and at different angles of incidence, the received
signal can vary above and below the level of signals observed with the Infragold target, for
example we observed a higher backscatter signal from a painted metal door. We have investigated
the diffuse reflection of topographic targets in an earlier work [Lwin et al. 2010], and the Infragold
target is used here as it is a well-characterize diffuse reflectance target in the mid-infrared.
The backscattered light is collected by a co-axial F/3.7 Newtonian telescope with an 8”
primary mirror diameter and focused on the PVI-3TE-10.6 infrared detector by Vigo Systems with
a 1 mm2 effective optical area. The detector is coupled with a transimpedance amplifier (TIA) with
gain ranging from 0.6 to 2.8 kV/A, the resulting voltage responsivity ranges from 0.51 to 2.4 kV/W
with a noise equivalent power (NEP) equivalent to 29 to 135 nV.Hz-1/2 and a 100 MHz bandwidth.
The detector output is digitized using the Gage Applied Technologies CS1622 16 bit ADC card
with a 200 MSamples/sec sampling rate and 125 MHz input analog bandwidth. Its on-board FPGA
averages 1024 acquired waveforms at high repetition rate and then transfers this averaged
waveform to the computer.
Gas puffs are obtained using a controlled leak of either pure CH4 or pure N2O. A valve is
used to control when the gas is released at approximately one-meter range from the optical path.
In the case of methane, the leak has a flux of approximately 50 mL/s (≈ 2 x 10-3 mol/s, or ≈ 30
mg/s). The valve was open for 5 seconds to release a total of 150 mg of CH4. For nitrous oxide,
the leak flux was 2 mL/s (≈ 10-4 mol/s, or ≈ 4 mg/s), the valve is only open for 0.5 second, releasing
2 mg of N2O. Gas dispersion in the air once released was not controlled.
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As mentioned in Section 2.2, both signals I(t) and I0(t) are recorded as functions of time,
and converted to a functions of frequency using the frequency chirp property of the QCL. Figure
2.5 shows an example of the reference signal I0(t) and a measurement signal I(t) using our system
for the N2O leak through the laser optical path. The reference signal I0(t), measured using a set of
flip mirrors that redirect the outgoing laser beam to the detector, is representative of the shape of
the laser pulse in absence of a leak; the measurement signal I(t), is displayed as a dashed line,
showing the gas absorption effects on the laser pulse when a puff of N2O is released.
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Figure 2.5. Reference signal I0(t) (solid line) and measurement signal I(t) (dashed line) displayed
as functions of time. The measurement signal shows the absorption due to the presence of the
N2O gas along the optical path.
As a first step, the chirp rate of the laser is studied using an uncoated Germanium FabryPerot etalon interferometer. An amplitude-modulated signal, used for time-frequency conversion,
is obtained by placing the etalon in front of the detector while recording the reference signal I0(t);
this is due to changes in the central wavelength of emission of the QCL that generate interference
patterns, sometimes referred to as fringes, which consitst of sets of alternating peaks and valleys
[Taslakov et al. 2006]. Figure 2.6 presents the reference signal I0(t) (red line) as well as the
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modulated signal with fringes (blue line). The signals display overshoots at the beginning and end
of the pulse, and these segments of the pulse are not considered in performing spectroscopic
analysis. The frequency difference between each pair of adjacent peaks is equal to the Free Spectral
Range (FSR) of the etalon, which for the Germanium etalon interferometer used here is equal to
0.048 cm-1. Therefore, for a pulse of 200 ns as the one shown on Figure 2.6, the total frequency
change or chirp is approximately 1 cm-1. However, it was noticed that the chirp rate of the QCL is
not homogeneous as the fringes are more closely spaced at the beginning of the pulse than at the
end, suggesting that the frequency chirp slows down as the pulse is emitted (from 6.10-3 to 4.5.103

± 2.10-4 cm-1/ns). The uncertainty in the chirp rate also contributes to the relative uncertainty

retrieved in the least-squares fitting.
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Figure 2.6. Normalized reference pulse as emitted by the QCL (red line) and modulated signal
with fringes after passing through an interferometer (blue line) as functions of time. The
modulation is used for time to frequency conversion, using the known free spectral range of the
interferometer (Δυ = 0.048 cm-1).
It is of great importance to analyze the stability and reliability of the frequency chirp as the
retrieval of gas concentrations will depend on the measured absorption spectra. To analyze the
chirp stability, measurements were taken 2 or 3 times a day for a period of 6 days within the same
spectral window (obtained by applying a fixed laser substrate temperature of 20°C and voltage of
12 Volts to the QCL) and pointing towards a gas cell filled with nitrous oxide at low pressure (150
Torr). Under these conditions, the measured pulses contain, among others, two strong and narrow
absorption lines from nitrous oxide that will be used as references to measure variations in the
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frequency chirp. After the measured pulses are divided by a reference pulse in order to remove the
pulse baseline, reference points are chosen on the sides and peak of the nitrous oxide absorption
lines present (Figure 2.7).
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Figure 2.7. QCL pulses measured 2 or 3 times a day over a period of 6 days using 20°C laser
substrate temperature, 12 Volts applied voltage and a gas cell containing nitrous oxide at ~150
Torr (top). Corrected measurements with chosen reference points on the sides and peak of the
nitrous oxide absorption lines (bottom).
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All of the chosen reference points consistently show a displacement to the right of their
initial location throughout the 6 days. However, this displacement was found to be smaller than
0.01 cm-1 or <1% of the total chirp in all cases and can be corrected by superimposing reference
spectra in order to find the absolute frequency values of the measured spectra. Moreover, the
spacing of the reference points on the sides of each absorption line, which serves as a measure of
the linewidth, becomes broader over time but the broadening was found to be smaller than 0.004
cm-1 or <0.4% of the total chirp. It must also be taken into consideration that this broadening might
be due to small pressure changes in the gas cell. Finally, besides the predominant variations due
to displacement and broadening, random fluctuations in the locations of the reference points were
found to be insignificant (<0.001 cm-1 or <.1% of the total chirp).
2.4.2 Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) Analysis
SNR simulation was made for methane measurements using the specification of the various
components in the experimental setup described in Section 2.4.1. Based on the methodology
described in Section 2.2 and Equation 2.1, the expected signal intensity was evaluated. The total
noise was evaluated based on the noise equivalent power (NEP) of the detector/amplifier package,
the noise associated with the acquisition system, and the shot noise from the signal and
background. The noise budget is mainly due to the NEP of the detector/TIA, accounting for at least
98 % of the resulting noise, the measured noise on our signal (1024 pulse average) is 10 µV.
With 80 mW laser peak power, considering the loss on our various optical elements and a
perfectly aligned system, the backscattered optical power at 45 m range with an Infragold diffuse
scattering target (from Labsphere) is in the range of 0.4 µW peak power. Such optical power leads
to a signal in the range of 400 µV, with a transimpedance gain set at 0.6 kV/A. Figure 2.8 presents
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the theoretical SNR for a perfectly aligned system as a function of range, SNR reaches 21 at 45
meters range.
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Figure 2.8. Theoretical signal to noise ratio as a function of the range.
In addition, returned signals were simulated for various SNR and methane path-averaged
concentrations. Using the least square analysis, the methane mixing ratio and relative uncertainty
have been retrieved from the simulated signals. Ensembles of retrievals for various realizations of
random noise were analyzed to study statistical errors. Figure 2.9 shows the methane mixing ratio
relative uncertainty as a function of SNR and methane mixing ratio over 45 m range.
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Figure 2.9. Methane mixing ratio relative uncertainty expressed in % as a function of the SNR
and the methane mixing ratio for a 45-meter path.
Results obtained from the numerical simulation show that with relatively low SNR (~ 10),
methane mixing ratio above 30 ppm can be measured with a relative uncertainty better than 20 %.
Higher SNR is required for low concentration measurement, for example an SNR of 80 leads to
measurement of 5 ppm path-averaged concentration with a 10 % relative uncertainty.
2.4.3 N2O Concentration Measurements
Measurements to detect N2O were performed with the scattering target placed at 40 meters
away from the sensor system. In this conditions, the signal to noise ratio predicted by our numerical
simulation for a perfectly aligned and aberration free system is 27, the experimental SNR was
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equal to 22 (likely due to unaccounted optical losses and uncertainty in component specifications),
Figure 2.10 presents an example of the measured relative absorbance corrected for constant (A)
and linear (𝐵 ∙ 𝜐) terms from the least squares fit (Equation 2.6) for clarity. The solid line
corresponds to gas absorbance fit from least-squares (Equation 2.7), where NO2, CH4 and water
vapor are considered. Nitrous oxide dominates the gas absorbance. The residuals of the fit are
displayed on the lower graph. When studying the residual of various measurement cycle, no
significant bias were found.

Figure 2.10. (Top) Measured relative absorbance ameas(υ) corrected for constant and linear terms
from least squares fit (*), and fitted gas absorbance (solid line) obtained from the least-squares
fitting for N2O leak. (Bottom) Residuals of the fit.
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Figure 2.11 presents the path-averaged N2O mixing ratio, retrieved by the least-squares
analysis, with a 68 ms measurement cycle and range of 40 m. Before the valve is open (t < 0.58
min), the average N2O ambient mixing ratio is about 0.18 ppm with fluctuations (± 0.32 ppm).
Then at t = 0.58 min, the valve is opened for 0.5 second, releasing approximately 2 mg of N2O. At
this time, the strong extinction due to the high concentration of N2O leads to a saturation of the
signal (absorption ~100 %). Shortly after, the retrieved mixing ratio reaches a maximum of 15.9
ppm. The minimum relative retrieval uncertainty is 3.1 %. As the gas dissipates, the concentration
of N2O slowly decreases until it returns to the initial ambient values (evident with longer
measurement cycle). The time-evolution of the retrieved mixing ratio illustrates the fast response
and effectiveness of our system to perform gas-leak detection. At ambient levels, the N2O mixing
ratio uncertainty is ~0.32 ppm (for 15 Hz measurement cycle), leading to a detection limit of the
path-averaged mixing ratio of 12.8 ppm.m over the 40 m range for measurements at 15 Hz.
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Figure 2.11. Time evolution of the path-averaged mixing ratio of N2O.
2.4.4 CH4 Concentration Measurements
The procedure and experiment described above using N2O was replicated to detect leaks
of CH4; in this case, the scattering target was placed 45 meters away from the sensor system. The
SNR predicted by our numerical simulation and based on component specifications is 21, the
experimental SNR was equal to 16 (likely due to unaccounted optical losses and uncertainty in
component specifications). Figure 2.12 shows an example of the measured relative absorbance
corrected for constant (A) and linear (𝐵 ∙ 𝜐) terms from the least squares fit (Equation 2.6) for
clarity. The solid line corresponds to gas absorbance fit from least-squares (Equation 2.7). Again,
NO2 , CH4 and water vapor are considered but methane absorbance dominates. The residuals shows
no evidence of any systematic bias on the measurement.
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Figure 2.12. (Top) Measured relative absorbance ameas(υ) corrected for constant and linear terms
from least squares fit (*), and fitted gas absorbance (solid line) obtained from the least-squares
fitting for CH4 leak. (Bottom) Residuals of the fit.
Figure 2.13 shows the detection of a methane leak with a measurement cycle of 68 ms,
same as for the measurements involving N2O. Instants before the CH4 gas is released, the initial
mixing ratio oscillates around the ambient mixing ratio (1.8 ppm) as expected, but cannot be
measured precisely with the 15 Hz measurement cycle since the associated error can be as large as
± 2.6 ppm. At t = 8 s, 150 mg of CH4 gas is released and the retrieved mixing ratio rapidly rises to
a maximum of 146 ± 31 ppm (relative uncertainty of 21 %) while the gas puff occurs. Then, the
gas dissipates until it reaches the background values once again (evident with longer measurement
cycle). The uncertainty reaches a minimum of 2 ppm with a mixing ratio of 21.6 ppm (relative
uncertainty of 9.3 %). The detection limit for the CH4 measurements can be determined in the
same way as for N2O. For ambient level, the CH4 mixing ratio uncertainty is 2.6 ppm for 45 m (for
15 Hz measurement cycle), leading to a detection limit of 117 ppmm.
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Figure 2.13. Time evolution of the path-averaged mixing ratio of CH4.
Using our numerical simulation described in section 3.3.2, experimental CH4 mixing ratio
relative uncertainties are compared to relative uncertainties predicted by the numerical simulation.
Figure 2.14 presents these simulated relative uncertainties as function of the methane mixing ratio
for a SNR of 16, as in our experiment, together with the retrieved relative uncertainty from our
measurements. Results show good agreement between the retrieved relative uncertainties from the
experiment and those from the numerical simulations.
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Figure 2.14. Methane mixing ratio relative uncertainty from the numerical simulation (grey line)
and from the experiments (green square) as a function of the methane mixing ratio.
2.5 Summary
A stand-off leak detection technique is presented based on a backscatter Quantum Cascade
Laser Open Path System (QCLOPS) to measure path-averaged methane and nitrous oxide
concentrations with fast measurement cycle and at moderate ranges, allowing us to remotely detect
and evaluate the presence of gas leaks. The system takes advantage of the remarkable spectral
stability of the intra-pulse frequency chirped DFB-QCL to carry out intra-pulse gas spectroscopy
in a backscatter configuration. The methodology to retrieve the path-average gas mixing ratio
using a least square analysis is presented as well as a numerical simulation to evaluate the expected
SNR and the relative uncertainty for methane mixing ratio measurement. Experimental measures
are presented for both methane and nitrous oxide. Small puffs of gas (~ 150 mg of methane and ~
2 mg of nitrous oxide) were released nearby a 40+ meters path between the QCLOPS and a
scattering target. We demonstrate retrieval of the path-averaged gas mixing ratio with minimum
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uncertainties of 9.3 % for CH4 and 3.1 % for N2O with a 68 ms measurement cycle. These results
are in good agreement with the uncertainty predicted by the SNR analysis for methane. With the
low pulse power QCL used (0.31 mW average power), the normalized sensitivity is 30 ppm.m.Hz1/2

for methane and 3.3 ppm.m.Hz-1/2 for nitrous oxide.
It is important to note that the range to the scattering target is simultaneously retrieved from

time resolved measurements for the relatively short pulses deployed, and incorporated in the path
averaged concentration retrievals. Due to the relatively small frequency window used (~ 1 cm-1)
and the spectral stability of the QCL, the gas concentration revivals are not sensitive to the laser
intensity fluctuations or the frequency dependence/variation in the backscatter coefficient of
various hard (topographic) targets.
The resulting detection limits from section 4 for CH4 and N2O, respectively 117 ppm.m
and 12.8 ppm.m are for 15 Hz measurement cycle and limited by the laser power used in this work
(0.31 mW average power with 20 kHz pulse repetition rate), and the short measurement cycle.
These are high when compared to gas measurements systems referred to earlier (including work
by our group) that use gas sampler based on laser transmission through a multi-pass cell, or openpath fence-line systems with retroreflectors [Castillo et al. 2013; Daghestani et al. 2014]. However,
it is important to note that such systems are not stand-off systems, and while sensitivities of laser
transmission systems are higher than backscatter systems, applications are very different, as an
example, backscatter systems are suitable for mobile or multidirectional stand-off leak detection
applications.
Our normalized sensitivity of 30 ppm.m.Hz-1/2 for CH4 and 3.3 ppm.m.Hz-1/2 for N2O may
be compared with other stand-off gas detection techniques in the literature.

Macleod et al.

[Macleod et al. 2013] present a coherent detection technique based on a QCL for stand-off
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measurements of chemicals using quantum cascade laser with a normalized sensitivity of 13.7
ppm.m.Hz-1/2 for N2O despite having almost 100 times more laser power (30 mW, 0.31 mW in our
case). Frish et al. [Frish et al. 2010] claim a 5 ppm.m sensitivity at 10 Hz (1.6 ppm.m.Hz-1/2) for
methane up to 30 meter range using a semiconductor diode laser in the near-infrared, with 32 times
more average laser power. However, we note that according to our analysis presented earlier, SNR
increases linearly with the laser power. Higher power lasers are now available and could notably
improve our detection limits and range if deployed. Similarly, the QCL can operate at higher
repetition rate, and we have observed that the SNR indeed decreases with the square root of the
number of averaged pulses. In our case, going from 20 kHz repetition rate to 100 kHz would
increase our SNR by a factor of 2.2, and gas detection sensitivities for the same measurement cycle
(15 Hz) could be enhanced by about the same factor as the SNR for methane based on our
simulations above. Therefore, taking into consideration our low average laser power, the system
presented here has performance that is at least on-par or better than other stand-off techniques.
Future work will be dedicated to the demonstration of the backscatter QCLOPS gas sensor
for leak detection in field applications using different topographic targets to investigate the
feasibility of the instrument to perform mobile or multi-directional search and remote detection of
gas leaks. As an example, if set on a platform moving at 50 km/h, the instrument could perform
one concentration measurement every meter. Thus, it makes possible the localization of gas leaks
over large distances in a short time frame and with an excellent spatial resolution.
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CHAPTER 3. HORIZONTAL OBSERVATIONS OF AEROSOL SPATIAL
DISTRIBUTION AND EMISSIONS IN NEW YORK CITY USING A SCANNING MINIMICRO PULSE LIDAR

Abstract
In order to better understand the behavior of particulate pollution and atmospheric
dynamics in urban areas, it is of great importance to analyze the spatial distribution of aerosols. A
scanning lidar system allows for horizontal range-resolved observations of aerosol backscatter
with high space and time resolution. This work presents horizontal measurements taken with a
scanning eye-safe Micro Pulse Lidar in New York City. These observations are used to generate
maps that display the aerosol spatial distribution within the field of view of the scanning pattern
deployed. Moreover, aerosol transport and dynamics are observed by analyzing the time evolution
of the aerosol distribution maps generated. A challenge to analyzing the lidar returns is to
disentangle attenuation over the range of the observations in order to retrieve the aerosol extinction
or backscatter coefficient with distance. In our analysis, we use a combination of a graphically
based Slope Method and Fernald’s inversion in order to estimate range-resolved aerosol
backscatter and extinction coefficients. We present case studies in which horizontal measurements
are taken over the Southern Bronx region of New York City, where communities are strongly
impacted by respiratory diseases, and over a power plant complex (borough of Queens, NYC)
during a summer heatwave event when electricity demand is the highest. These case studies
showcase the detection and movement of a strong coherent aerosol front, as well as, capabilities
to remotely monitor emission sources over large distances (>5km).
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3.1. Introduction
Particulate pollution is a great concern in densely populated urban areas, such as New York
City, as studies have shown that high exposure to fine particulate matter (particulates with a
diameter of less than 2.5 μm, also known as PM2.5) can be associated with adverse health effects
on human respiratory and cardiovascular systems [Pope et al 2006, Weber et al 2016]. However,
surface air monitoring stations that report concentrations of particulate matter are scarce and their
location may not always coincide with critical areas of interest due to atmospheric dynamics.
Therefore, other alternatives are desirable for the monitoring of particulate pollution across the
urban landscape with broad coverage and high spatial resolution.
Lidar imaging of the spatial distribution of aerosols can shed unique light on particulate
pollution and atmospheric dynamics. The vertical distribution of aerosols above the CCNY campus
have been observed using a multispectral Raman-Mie lidar and ceilometer and have produced
important studies on particulate pollution and plume transport [Gan et al 2011, Wu et al 2012, Wu
et al 2015]. However, vertically pointing instruments are unable to obtain multi-directional views
of the atmosphere and aerosol dynamics across the cityscape, hence scanning aerosol lidars can
greatly complement such observations.
Previous implementations of scanning lidars include elastic-backscatter lidar in the UV
[Behrendt et al 2011], differential absorption lidar in the IR [Späth, et al 2016], Raman-shifted and
polarization lidar in the IR [De Wekker et al 2009, Mayor et al 2007] and Doppler wind lidar (see
for example [Smalikho 2002; Frehlich and Kelley 2008]). Scanning lidars need to perform rapid
scans with moderate range, which can be achieved with high pulse-energy sources that allow
measurements with reduced averaging time. However, these are usually not eye-safe (especially
when using visible light) and must be operated as established by the strict guidelines set forth by
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the US Federal Aviation Administration, and American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
guidelines for Safe Use of Lasers Outdoors [ANSI 2015]. On the other hand, micro-pulse lidars
(MPL) are simple, low cost and more importantly, meet the necessary eye-safety requirements for
scanning. The MPL consists of a transmitter source with kHz repetition rate and pulse energy on
the order of micro Joules. The energy transmitted by this source meets the eye-safety requirements
at all ranges when the beam size is appropriately expanded. Moreover, the receiver employs
effective photon counting detection using a compact avalanche photo diode detector [Spinhirne
1993]. Currently, MPLs are most known for being used in NASA’s Micro Pulse Lidar Network
(MPLNET), which continuously measures boundary layer heights as well as aerosol and cloud
vertical structure from multiple sites around the globe [Welton et al 2001].
Lidar instruments measure attenuated backscatter signals from which attenuation must be
removed in order to separate the backscatter coefficient, since this quantity is more effectively
related to the number density (concentration) of the scatterers [Wandinger 2005]. Most of the
attenuation present in the lidar signals takes place in the boundary layer where the majority of
aerosols are present. Therefore, vertical lidar signals usually experience considerable attenuation
only within the mixing layer that can range from surface to as much as 2km above the surface.
However, for horizontally pointed lidars signals, the outgoing beam and returns remain within the
boundary layer and therefore, generally experience significant attenuation throughout the ranges
of interest (up to several kilometers).

In this case, the impact of extinction on far range

measurements is much more pronounced than for vertical lidar. Moreover, attenuation from fine
particulate modes and molecules (Rayleigh scattering) is larger when operating at visible
wavelengths as opposed to near-infrared (commonly used for both lidar and ceilometers). Hence,
correcting for atmospheric attenuation becomes crucial for horizontal lidar signals measured in the
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visible spectrum in order to obtain an accurate representation of the backscatter coefficient as a
function of range.
Different methods have been proposed to derive the backscatter and extinction coefficients
from elastic-backscatter lidar signals and, among them, the solutions by Klett and Fernald are the
ones most widely used [Klett 1981; Fernald 1984]. Recent studies have implemented these
methods to analyze horizontal and near-horizontal lidar measurements, which pose additional
challenges when compared to vertical measurements due to the turbidity and inhomogeneities of
the boundary layer. Dreischuh et al. [Dreischuh et al. 2016] presented 2-dimensional lidar mapping
of aerosol fields obtained from calculations of the aerosol backscatter coefficient and found good
correlation between aerosol density distribution and the location of urban sources of aerosol
pollution. Ma et al. [Ma et al. 2019] used scanning micro pulse lidar measurements for calculations
of the aerosol extinction coefficient in order to observe the horizontal distribution of aerosols and
identify local and regional sources of pollution, as well as, areas with high concentration of
aerosols. While Ong et al. [Ong et al. 2020] investigated the diurnal behavior of surface aerosol
properties using, among other instruments, a near-horizontal lidar to calculate the total extinction
coefficient.
In this work, we present two case studies in which a Sigma Space scanning eye-safe miniMPL is used to perform horizontal measurements in New York City over the South Bronx, where
communities are strongly impacted by respiratory diseases, and over a power plant complex in
Queens during a summer heatwave event when electricity demand is the highest. From these
measurements, horizontal profiles of aerosol backscatter and extinction coefficients are obtained
using the slope method and Fernald’s solution. The retrieved horizontal profiles are used to
generate maps that display the aerosol spatial distribution and emission sources present within the
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field of view of the scanning pattern used. Furthermore, aerosol dynamics are investigated by
analyzing the time evolution of the spatial distribution and emission sources observed.
3.2. Methodology
The instrument used in this study, the Mini-MPL by Sigma Space, is a scanning eye-safe
elastic-backscatter lidar capable of running unattended, making it appropriate for field
deployments. It is located on top of the Steinman Hall building at City College of the City
University of New York (North Latitude 40.82131°, West Longitude 73.94904°, and elevation of
100 Meters ASL) and has the following specifications:

Figure 3.1. (Left) Mini-MPL by Sigma Space sitting on top of the Steinman Hall building at City
College of the City University of New York (North Latitude 40.82131°, West Longitude
73.94904°, and elevation of 100 Meters ASL). (Right) Mini-MPL specifications.
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3.2.1. Horizontal Retrievals of Backscatter and Extinction Coefficients
As defined by Campbell et al. [Campbell et al 2002], MPL measured raw photon counts
take the form:
𝐶 ∙ 𝐸 ∙ 𝑂(𝑟) ∙ 𝛽(𝑟) ∙ 𝑇(𝑟).
+ 𝑛5 + 𝑛%6 (𝑟)
𝑟.
𝑛(𝑟) =
𝐷[𝑛(𝑟)]

(3.1)

where n(r) equals the measured signal return in photoelectron counts per microsecond at
range r. C represents a dimensional system calibration constant. E is the transmitted laser pulse
energy. O(r) is the overlap correction as a function of range caused by the field of view of the
transceiver system. β(r) is the backscatter coefficient due to all types of atmospheric scattering
(aerosols and molecules). T(r) is the atmospheric transmittance. nb is the background contribution
from ambient light. nap(r) is the contribution from afterpulse, and D[n(r)] is the detector deadtime
correction factor as a function of raw counts. Rearranging the terms:
𝑁(𝑟) = 𝐶 ∙ 𝛽(𝑟) ∙ 𝑇(𝑟). =

L𝑛(𝑟) ∙ 𝐷[𝑛(𝑟)] − 𝑛5 − 𝑛%6 (𝑟)M ∙ 𝑟 .
𝐸 ∙ 𝑂(𝑟)

(3.2)

In this new form, N(r) represents the Normalized Relative Backscatter (NRB), which is the
primary product of the MPL as it includes corrections for the different artifacts present in the raw
measurements. The NRB is a quantity proportional to the attenuated backscatter as it is directly
affected by the atmospheric transmittance term T(r), which depends on the optical extinction
coefficient profile 𝜎(𝑟):
'

𝑇(𝑟) = 𝑒 $ ∫% 8(/9):/9

(3.3)

This implies that the NRB measurements on the far end of range will tend to be suppressed
due to path attenuation. In order to correct for this and have a better representation of the aerosol
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distribution, it is necessary to further operate on the NRB measurements looking to separate the
round-trip atmospheric transmittance term 𝑇(𝑟). from the backscatter coefficient 𝛽(𝑟).
Following a similar approach to Dreischuh et al. [Dreischuh et al. 2016] and Ma et al. [Ma
et al. 2019], backscatter and extinction coefficients can be estimated from horizontal lidar
measurements, as follows. The solution presented by Fernald [Fernald 1984] considering two types
of scatterers, aerosols and molecules, takes the form:
𝛽% (𝑟) =

𝑁(𝑟) ∙ 𝑒

'
,

$.(;# $;* ) ∫' <* =/ + >:/9
+

'
𝑁(𝑟# )
/
$.(;# $;* ) ∫' <* (/ ++ ):/99
,
− 2 ∙ 𝑆% ∫/ 𝑁(𝑟′) ∙ 𝑒
𝑑𝑟′
𝛽% (𝑟# ) + 𝛽, (𝑟# )
,

− 𝛽, (𝑟)

(3.4)

It defines the aerosol backscatter coefficient 𝛽% in terms of the Normalized Relative
Backscatter 𝑁, the molecular backscatter coefficient 𝛽, , and the extinction-to-backscatter ratio
(also known as lidar ratio) for aerosols and molecules 𝑆% and 𝑆, , respectively. The molecular
parameters (primarily due to Nitrogen and Oxygen present in the air) can be determined from
meteorological data, such as temperature and pressure, or from standard atmospheres. Moreover,
they can be assumed to be horizontally homogeneous. Therefore, only the aerosol quantities need
to be determined, including the aerosol lidar ratio, which can be obtained from nearby NASA’s
aerosol robotic network (AERONET) sun photometer or sky radiometer observations or, if
AERONET’s data is not available, it is common to use a value of 50 for urban polluted
atmospheres at 532 nm wavelength [Ackermann 1998, Müller et al. 2007]. Note also that if 𝑆% is
assumed to be constant over the range interval, it implies that the size distribution and composition
of the aerosol scatterers are not changing with range and that variations in backscattering from
aerosols are the results of changes in their number density [Fernald 1984].
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As can be seen in Equation 3.4, Fernald’s inversion requires the value of the aerosol
backscatter coefficient at a reference range, denoted as 𝛽% (𝑟# ). This can be obtained using the
slope method of inversion, in which the extinction coefficient for a homogeneous atmosphere is
expressed in terms of the signal slope, as follows [Collis 1966, Kunz and Leeuw 1993]:
@ : AB[ D(/)]

𝜎?#, = − .

:/

(3.5)

Unfortunately, it is rare to find perfectly homogeneous domains (intervals) so typically, the
signal slope 𝑑ln [𝑁(𝑟)]⁄𝑑𝑟 is estimated using a the least squares straight line fit to 𝑙𝑛[ 𝑁(𝑟)] over
any interval where it appears to be nearly a straight line [Klett 1981]. The accuracy of this method
increases with increasing aerosol concentration, favoring its application to the lidar measurements
conducted in the boundary layer where the highest aerosol concentrations are usually observed
[Dreischuh 2016]. However, the applicability of this method is limited to parts of the signal where
the linearity condition is satisfied.
The slope method can be applied to determine the total extinction coefficient in appropriate
parts of the signal. After subtracting the molecular contribution, the aerosol extinction coefficient
is obtained. Therefore, using 𝑆% = 𝜎% (𝑟)⁄𝛽% (𝑟), a first value of aerosol backscatter coefficient is
calculated for the region where the slope method was applied and it can be used as the reference
value 𝛽% (𝑟# ) for the solution presented in Equation 3.4, given that 𝑟# is taken at the center of the
same range interval. Since the reference value 𝛽% (𝑟# ) is estimated from applying the slope method
over a range interval, it is important to introduce a NRB value averaged over the same range
interval to be used at the reference range, 𝑁(𝑟# ), as defined by Sasano and Nakane [Sasano and
Nakane 1984]. This reduces error on the solution produced by local inhomogeneities and noise
present at the reference range in the NRB signal.
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It has been shown that the limits of integration make a difference to the stability and
accuracy of the solution. More specifically, the reference range 𝑟# should be taken at the upper
limit of range integration, rather than the lower limit, for better stability and a smaller dependence
on the boundary value [Klett 1981; Measures 1984]. Therefore, in order to obtain the reference
value 𝛽% (𝑟# ) and at the same time avoid instabilities on the solution, the slope method should be
applied on the far end of range, which might seem counterintuitive since the signal-to-noise ratio
in this region is generally lower than in the near field. However, when there are inhomogeneities
present on the far end of range, the slope method cannot be applied in the far range and Fernald’s
inversion in a backward integration fashion is not possible. In such cases, when it becomes
necessary to apply the slope method on regions closer to the instrument, it is not favorable to apply
Fernald’s inversion since strong instabilities appear when used in a forward integration fashion.
Under these circumstances, we opt to use the extinction coefficient obtained from the near or midrange slope method, 𝜎?#, , as an approximate estimate for the extinction coefficient σ(r) at all
ranges. Using this approximation allows us to perform a first-order correction by removing the
atmospheric transmittance from the NRB and obtain an estimate of the backscatter coefficient.
Moreover, we calculate and remove the calibration constant by forcing the backscattering
coefficients in the region where the slope method was applied to be equivalent to 𝜎ℎ𝑜𝑚⁄𝑆𝑎 (ignoring
the molecular contribution under the assumption of a turbid atmosphere). Note that using σhom as
an estimate for the extinction coefficient σ(r) at all ranges is equivalent to removing only the
background extinction. We found the simplicity and stability of this approach to yield better results
than the solution proposed by Fernald [Fernald 1984] with forward integration, which suffers from
error propagation while performing numerical integration.
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As an alternative to Fernald’s inversion and as a means to confirming Fernald’s solutions,
we also implemented an iterative method to calculate the aerosol backscatter coefficient, as
follows. Dividing the NRB (from Equation 3.2) at all ranges by that of a reference range 𝑟# and
separating aerosol and molecular contributions, we obtain:
=𝛽% (𝑟 ) + 𝛽, (𝑟)> ∙ 𝑇% (𝑟). ∙ 𝑇, (𝑟).
𝑁(𝑟)
=
𝑁(𝑟# )
=𝛽% (𝑟# ) + 𝛽, (𝑟# )> ∙ 𝑇% (𝑟# ). ∙ 𝑇, (𝑟# ).

(3.6)

Solving for the aerosol backscatter coefficient 𝛽% (𝑟) produces:
𝛽% (𝑟) = =𝛽% (𝑟# ) + 𝛽, (𝑟# )>

𝑇% (𝑟# ). ∙ 𝑇, (𝑟# ). 𝑁(𝑟)
− 𝛽, (𝑟)
𝑇% (𝑟). ∙ 𝑇, (𝑟). 𝑁(𝑟# )

(3.7)

As for Fernald’s inversion, the molecular quantities can be assumed to be horizontally
homogeneous and are calculated from meteorological data, such as temperature and pressure, or
from standard atmospheres. The aerosol backscatter coefficient at the reference range is obtained
using the slope method as before, leaving only the aerosol transmittance unknown. For the first
(@)
(@)
(@)
iteration, we assume 𝜎% (𝑟) = 0, resulting in 𝑇% (𝑟) = 1 (Equation 3.3) and 𝛽% (𝑟) is obtained

using Equation 3.7. For the next iterations, new aerosol extinction coefficients are calculated using
(1)
(1$@)
the aerosol backscatter coefficients from the previous iteration as 𝜎% (𝑟) = 𝑆% 𝛽% (𝑟), from

which new aerosol transmittance and aerosol backscatter coefficient profiles are obtained using
Equation 3.3 and Equation 3.7, respectively.
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3.3. Case Study: Spatial Distribution of Aerosols Over the Bronx
3.3.1. Air Quality and Pollution in the Bronx
In New York City, the Bronx region has the highest concentration of individuals below the
poverty level, as well as, the highest age-adjusted rates of asthma mortality (43.5 per 1 million
residents) and emergency department visits (231.4 per 10,000 residents) across New York State
[NYSDOH 2013]. Indeed, studies have shown how communities of low socio-economic status in
the Bronx region are more strongly impacted by adverse asthma outcomes, with children being the
most affected population [Carr et al 1992, De Palo et al 1994, Crain et al 1994, Claudio et al 1999,
Claudio et al 2006, Spira-Cohen et al 2011, NYCDOHMH 2003]. Moreover, the work by Maantay
et al. has indicated that those populations closer in proximity to local air pollution sources have
higher risk of asthma hospitalization [Maantay 2002, Maantay 2007, Maantay et al 2009]. In
addition, the Bronx is in the takeoff and landing corridors of a major airport (LaGuaria- LAG); is
characterized by having large volumes of heavy vehicle traffic moving along several major
highways (including I-95 and I-87), industrial facilities, the Bronx terminal and Hunts Point
markets. These can be considered mobile sources of pollution that add to the emissions from local
stationary sources, such as power generating stations, waste treatment facilities and sludge
processing plants; resulting in increased levels of pollution that contribute to poor air quality
episodes in this area [Spira-Cohen et al 2010, Lena et al 2002, Macieczyk et al 2004].
3.3.2. Scanning Patterns Over the Bronx
In order to observe the spatial distribution of aerosols over the Bronx, continuous
horizontal scanning measurements were taken during daytime hours by scanning along the azimuth
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angle with a fixed elevation angle. The parameters for the scanning patterns used in two example
cases considered here are summarized in Table 3.1:

Table 3.1. Parameters for the scanning patterns carried out over the Bronx on May 10th of 2017
and on July 20th of 2019.
Date

May 10th, 2017

July 20th, 2019

Number of Profiles

20

60

Azimuth angles interval

40° - 80°

60° - 120°

Azimuth angle increments

2°

1°

Elevation angle

2°

5°

Range resolution

75m

15m

Maximum range

8km

5km

Profile time averaging

15 seconds

1 minute

Total scan duration

6 minutes

> 1 hour

Azimuthal resolution

280m at 8km (35m/km)

87.5m at 5km (17.5m/km)

Field-of-view elevation

380m at 8km (35m/km)

535m at 5km (87m/km)

Among the parameters listed on Table 3.1, azimuth angles are measured clockwise with
respect to north, while elevation angles are measured with respect to the horizontal plane. Azimuth
angle increments produce spatial resolutions in the azimuthal direction that increase with range.
Similarly, the elevation angles used create a field of view whose elevation increases with range.
Table 3.1 lists the azimuthal resolution and the field-of-view elevation on the far end of range for
each case and the corresponding rate of increment in parentheses. Moreover, the MPL elevation
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of 100m ASL has already been included in the field-of-view elevation. While not strictly probing
the surface directly, measurements at the resulting heights can still be considered strongly
representative of ground-level conditions as previous work from our group has found a strong
correlation (R2 > 0.8) between surface PM2.5 concentration measurements and ceilometer
backscatter signals from the lowest altitudes (<500m) [Gan et al 2011]. Note also that, the
maximum range is dependent on resultant SNR due to extinction levels present on each day; and
the total scan duration might be longer than expected due to fluctuations in the pulse repetition rate
of the MPL. Figure 3.2 shows the field of view coverage and spatial resolution obtained with the
scanning patterns described above.
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Figure 3.2. Maps showing the field of view and spatial resolution of the scanning measurements
carried out over the Bronx on May 10th of 2017 (top) and on July 20th of 2019 (bottom).
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3.3.3. Results
Measurements from May 10th of 2017:
For the first case, we present the daily-average profile of the NRB measurements taken on
May 10th, 2017. Figure 3.3 shows the natural logarithm of the daily-average NRB profile with two
linear regions, between 1-2km and 6-8km, where the slope method could be applied. Linear fits
were used in these two regions to calculate slopes of -0.0689km-1 and -0.1086km-1. According to
Equation 3.5, these correspond to extinction coefficients of 0.0345km-1 and 0.0543km-1 for the
intervals between 1-2km and 6-8km, respectively. This implies there is a lighter atmospheric load
in the first few kilometers from the MPL, in the region of Manhattan, than further away in the
Bronx. This is evident by the gradient that occurs between 2km and 3km in which the signal
strength increases before it starts decaying again at a higher rate, indicative of an increase in
backscatter.
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Figure 3.3. Natural logarithm of the daily-average NRB profile from May 10th, 2017, for which
the slope method has been applied in the intervals of 1-2km and 6-8km to calculate extinction
coefficients.
Fernald’s inversion was used to calculate the aerosol backscatter and extinction coefficient
profiles. For this, we selected 7km as our reference range and used the extinction coefficient found
for the 6-8km interval to obtain a reference value at this range. Moreover, molecular parameters
were obtained using temperature and pressure measurements from that day. Aerosol lidar ratios
were calculated using CCNY’s AERONET site reported lidar ratios at 440nm and 675nm and
interpolating them to 532nm, resulting in values that oscillated between 34 and 54 throughout the
day with mean value of 47.8. We then tested the sensitivity of Fernald’s inversion to different
values of lidar ratio and how they impacted the resulting aerosol backscatter and extinction
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coefficient profiles. Figure 3.4 shows profiles of aerosol backscatter coefficient (Equation 3.3) and
aerosol extinction coefficient (using 𝜎% (𝑟) = 𝑆% 𝛽% (𝑟) ) for different lidar ratios. The molecular
backscatter and extinction coefficients, assumed to be constant at all ranges, are shown as well.
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Figure 3.4. Profiles of aerosol backscatter (top) and extinction (bottom) coefficients calculated
using different lidar ratios. Molecular backscatter and extinction coefficients, assumed to be
constant at all ranges, are represented with the dashed black lines.
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It can be observed how the aerosol backscatter coefficient has a stronger dependence on
the lidar ratio used as there appears to be an almost inversely proportional relation between them.
This inverse relation is not present in the aerosol extinction coefficient since 𝜎% (𝑟) = 𝑆% 𝛽% (𝑟) and
the different lidar ratios do not cause significant variations among the aerosol extinction profiles
retrieved. These variations are then significantly the result of the initial condition on the
backscatter coefficient at 7km, which is obtained from the extinction coefficient estimated with
the slope method. Furthermore, the mean lidar ratio value of 47.8, obtained from AERONET, is
used for further analysis of the measurements from this particular day.
We also compared the aerosol extinction coefficient results from Fernald’s inversion and
the iterative method with reference range on the far end against those resulting from taking the
reference range in the near field. As shown above, total extinction coefficients were obtained by
applying the slope method between 1-2km and 6-8km. These can be used to obtain reference values
of aerosol extinction coefficient for the reference ranges of 1.5km and 7km. Figure 3.5 shows the
comparison of the aerosol extinction coefficient profiles calculated with Fernald’s inversion
against those obtained from the iterative method taking the reference range at 1.5km and 7km; the
molecular extinction coefficient, assumed to be constant at all ranges, is shown as well.
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Figure 3.5. Aerosol extinction coefficient profiles obtained using Fernald’s inversion (blue lines)
and the iterative method (red lines) with reference range at 7km (solid lines) and 1.5km (dashed
lines); the molecular extinction coefficient, assumed to be constant at all ranges, is represented
with the solid black line.
It was found that the results from the iterative method converge towards those from
Fernald’s inversion within less than 10 iterations. Therefore, no benefit was found in using the
iterative method instead of Fernald’s inversion. Moreover, it is preferable to select the reference
range on the far end of the profile as strong deviations occur when taking the reference range in
the near field and using Fernald’s inversion in a forward integration fashion. Consequently, in
order to analyze each individual NRB profile, we decided to apply the slope method between 654

8km to obtain a reference value at 7km which is then used in Fernald’s inversion with backward
integration.
Figure 3.6 shows a sequence of 4 consecutive NRB maps that together correspond to a
period of approximately half hour during the evening of May 10th, 2017. High intensity features
appear within 5km range and, after that, the signal is strongly reduced due to path attenuation.
Note that the NRB profiles have been smoothed angularly to reduce noise using a 5-point truncated
Gaussian function between 4-6km and 11-point truncated Gaussian function between 6-8km,
resulting in angular resolutions of 3.2° and 7.8°, respectively
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Figure 3.6. Normalized Relative Backscatter maps sequence from May 10th, 2017, between
18:06 and 18:32 EDT.
The aerosol extinction coefficient retrievals from each individual profile are used to
generate maps showing the spatial distribution of aerosols within the field of view. Moreover, the
spatial distribution of aerosols for consecutive scans allows the observation of its evolution over
time. Figure 3.7 shows a sequence of 4 consecutive aerosol extinction coefficient maps in which
the appearance and passing of an aerosol front over the Bronx going from south to north can be
observed. The aerosol front is detected at about 3km from our location and it extends several
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kilometers. Moreover, its intensity appears to change with time as it passes within our field of
view.

Figure 3.7. Aerosol extinction coefficient maps sequence showing the appearance and passing
of an aerosol front on May 10th, 2017 between 18:06 and 18:32 EDT.
Corresponding wind speed and direction measurements from a cup anemometer co-located
with the MPL were analyzed in order to investigate if the wind behavior could help explain the
appearance and movement of the aerosol front observed from the horizontal scanning
measurements. Wind roses showing the angular distribution of wind direction and corresponding
wind speeds (color coded) were generated using such measurements. Figure 3.8 shows two wind
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roses, the first one contains wind measurements before the appearance of the aerosol front between
15:30-16:30 EDT (left); while the second one shows wind measurements between 17:30-18:30
EDT (right), period in which the movement of the aerosol front was observed. These wind roses
indicate a change in wind direction from northeast to southeast together with an increase in wind
speed, reaching up to approximately 8m/s.

Figure 3.8. Wind roses showing the angular distribution of wind direction and corresponding
wind speed (color coded) on May 10th, 2017 during the periods of 15:30-16:30 (left) and 17:3018:30 (right) EDT.
The transport of aerosols and the corresponding increase in particulate pollution, which can
be attributed to the wind behavior observed, are also detected by other instruments located on the
CCNY campus. Vertical profiling measurements of attenuated backscatter by a ceilometer
(Vaisala CL51) show an increase from surface level up to 500 meters around 18:15 (Figure 3.9).
While an air monitoring station managed by the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation reports a moderate increase in surface PM2.5 concentration measurements starting at
18:00 (Figure 3.10).
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Figure 3.9. Vertical profiles of attenuated backscatter from a CL51
Ceilometer by Vaisala during evening hours on May 10th, 2017.

Figure 3.10. Surface measurements of PM2.5 concentration from an air
monitoring station during evening hours on May 10th, 2017.
Therefore, considering the information provided by the different instruments at hand, the
movement of the aerosol front observed can be attributed to wind dynamics that are potentially
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transporting towards the Bronx increased amounts of pollution associated with rush-hour
transportation and commuting throughout the New York City metropolitan area.
Measurements from July 20th of 2019:
On a more recent case, observations from July 20th of 2019 showed homogeneous and more
polluted conditions. Figure 3.11 shows the natural logarithm of the daily-average NRB profile,
characterized by a linear behavior throughout the entire range, indicative of homogeneous
conditions. Furthermore, applying the slope method in the near field (1-2km) or on the far end of
range (6-8km) result in similar extinction coefficients of approximately 0.08km-1. These extinction
coefficients are higher than those from the previous case (0.0345km-1 and 0.0543km-1) indicating
a higher atmospheric load or, in other words, more polluted conditions.
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Figure 3.11. Natural logarithm of the daily-average NRB profile for July 20th, 2019, for which
the slope method has been applied in the intervals of 1-2km and 6-8km to calculate extinction
coefficients.
These homogeneous conditions are observed, as well, in the corresponding NRB maps
shown on the top panels of Figure 3.12. These maps are characterized by having strong intensities
in the near field that decay with range; besides that, no other particular features or high intensity
regions are observed. Moreover, NRB measurements during morning hours (top left panel) show
slightly higher signal intensities than those during the evening (top right panel). Note that angular
smoothing was not applied to the NRB profiles for this case. Figure 3.12 also shows the
corresponding aerosol extinction coefficient maps, generated by applying the slope method
between 3-5km to obtain a reference value at 4km which is then used in Fernald’s inversion. It is
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important to note that a closer reference range is used here due to SNR limitations on the individual
NRB profiles caused by stronger attenuation resulting from the higher extinction coefficients
found for this case. Moreover, an aerosol lidar ratio of 47 was used for the calculations of aerosol
extinction coefficient as this was found to be the mean value for this day based on CCNY’s
AERONET site data, as for the previous case. Even though the aerosol extinction coefficient maps
also show homogeneous conditions for the most part, differences in the aerosol load throughout
the day are more evident and indicate a nearly 50% decrease in the mean aerosol extinction
coefficient from morning to evening, with values of approximately 0.096km-1 and 0.046km-1,
respectively.
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Figure 3.12. Normalized Relative Backscatter (top) and aerosol extinction coefficient (bottom)
maps generated from measurements taken on July 20th of 2019 during morning (left) and evening
(right) hours.
Additionally, vertical profiling measurements of attenuated backscatter from a Lufft CHM
15k ceilometer indicate that the decrease in the aerosol load throughout the day consistently takes
place at all heights across the boundary layer, as shown on Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13. Vertical profiles of attenuated backscatter from a Lufft CHM 15k ceilometer during
daytime hours on July 20th, 2019.
Simultaneous wind speed and direction measurements from a cup anemometer co-located
with the MPL were analyzed, as well, in order to investigate if the wind behavior could help
explain the decrease in the aerosol load observed throughout the day. Figure 3.14 shows a wind
rose with the angular distribution of wind direction and corresponding wind speeds (color coded)
from morning to evening. In this figure, winds are observed to be consistently coming from the
northwest and west-northwest throughout the entire day. Therefore, the decrease in the aerosol
load observed on this day might be attributed to northwesterly winds that are potentially
transporting cleaner air from upstate New York and New Jersey towards New York City
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Figure 3.14. Wind rose showing the angular distribution of wind direction and corresponding
wind speed (color coded) from morning to evening on July 20th of 2019.
3.4. Case Study: Power Plant Emissions During A Heatwave Event
3.4.1. New York City’s 2018 Summer Heatwave Event
Heatwaves are associated with poor air quality as the meteorological factors characteristic
of these events (intense solar radiation, high temperatures and low wind speeds) contribute in
different ways to increased concentrations of pollutants [Pu et al. 2017; Silman and Samson 1995;
Dawson et al. 2007; Stathopoupolu et al. 2008; Jacob and Winner 2009]. In particular, low winds
create stagnant atmospheric conditions in which dispersion is limited, resulting in accumulation of
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ozone and other pollutants, such as, particulate matter [Varkouladis and Kassomenos 2008, Tai et
al. 2010, Massey et al. 2012, Elminir 2005].
A significant heat wave event affected New York City during the summer of 2018 from
June 29th to July 3rd, registering temperatures of up to 37°C (98.5°F approximately) accompanied
by poor air quality. EPA’s National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) [USEPA] stablishes
levels not to be exceeded over specific periods of time for different pollutants. For PM2.5, 24-hours
averaged concentration shall not exceed 35 μg/m3, while for ozone, 8-hours averaged
concentrations should not be above 0.07ppm. Figure 3.15 shows surface measurements of 24hours averaged PM2.5 and 8-hours averaged ozone concentrations during the heatwave event taken
from an air monitoring station located on the CCNY campus and managed by the New York State
Department of Environmental Conservation (NYS DEC). It can be observed how both pollutants,
PM2.5 and ozone, reached increasingly higher concentrations as the heatwave unfolded. Moreover,
PM2.5 concentrations were close to the critical level set by the NAAQS, while ozone concentrations
exceeded the NAAQS on three different days.
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Figure 3.15. Surface measurements of 24-hours averaged PM2.5 (top) and 8-hours
averaged ozone (bottom) concentrations from an air monitoring station during the heat
wave event between June 29th and July 3rd, 2018. Red lines indicate the limits set by
the EPA’s National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS).

3.4.2. Power Plants in New York City
The local utility companies in New York operate several power generation stations
throughout the city and its surroundings in which electricity is generated using mostly fossil fuels.
Among those, there are peaker power plants that generally run only when there is a high demand
for electricity; especially in summer during heatwave events when the high temperatures make the
air-conditioning electricity loads increase and exceed the amount of power transmitted to New
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York City by long distance transmission lines [Stenhouse et al. 2018]. The operation of these plants
contributes to local emissions that, when combined with stagnant wind conditions, result in
aggravated accumulated pollution within the urban area.
According to the New York Independent System Operator (NYISO), the NY downstate
region (New York City, Long Island City and the lower Hudson Valley), which consumes 66% of
the total energy generated in NY state, received 70% of its energy from fossil fuel-fired generation
in 2017, while most of the remaining 30% is transmitted from upstate power plants that produce
energy from nuclear, hydraulic and other renewable sources [2019 NYISO]. Figure 3.16 shows
the locations of power plants in New York City and its vicinity, where a significant amount of
natural gas (blue marker) and petroleum (brown marker) power plants can be identified [U.S.
Energy Information Administration]. A number of these power generation stations are located in
or near-by the neighborhood of Astoria, in the region of Queens, as indicated by the black square.
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Figure 3.16. Map showing the location of power plants in NYC and its vicinity. Blue markers
indicate natural gas power plants, while brown markers indicate petroleum power plants [U.S.
Energy Information Administration].
3.4.3. Scanning Pattern Over Power Plants
Our location at the City College of the City University of New York, is within 7km of a
number of power generating stations located in or near the neighborhood of Astoria, in the
northern-most section of Queens, just south of the Bronx. In order to observe and capture emissions
resulting from the generation of electricity taking place at these power plants during the heat wave
event, continuous horizontal scans were carried out during daytime hours from June 29th to July
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3rd, 2018. These scans were programmed to cover the field of view between the azimuth angles of
134° and 141° as measured clockwise with respect to north, with 1° increments and at 0° elevation
angle (fully horizontal); range resolution was set at 75m, maximum range used is 7km and time
averaging was 5 minutes for each individual profile (40 minutes to complete a full scan). Such
scan pattern covers a large part of the Astoria complex where several power plants are located next
to each other. While the range resolution is fixed at 75m, the azimuth angle increments of 1°
produce a spatial resolution in the azimuthal direction that increases with range by approximately
17.5m/km, resulting in an azimuthal resolution going from approximately 80m to 115m over the
Astoria power plant complex, located between approximately 4.6km and 6.6km from the MPL.
Note that angular smoothing was not applied to the NRB profiles for this case. Figure 3.17 shows
the field of view coverage and spatial resolution obtained by executing the scan pattern described
above, as well as, the locations of power plants in the neighborhood of Astoria and its vicinity.
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Figure 3.17. Maps showing the field of view and spatial resolution of the scanning measurements
and the locations of power plants in the neighborhood of Astoria and its vicinity (blue and red
markers).
Moreover, it is important to consider that power plants often have multiple emission points
with different heights. Table 3.2 compiles information about the number of emission points and
their corresponding height for the power plants covered by or adjacent to the field of view of our
scanning pattern (represented with red markers on Figure 3.17) [NYSDEC]. Note that most power
plants (I, II, III, V and VI) have at least one emission point higher than 30m (100ft), and 3 out of
4 power plants in Astoria have emission points of at least 76m (approximately 250ft).
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Table 3.2. Number of emission points and their corresponding height for the power plants
covered by or adjacent to the field of view of our scanning pattern (represented with red markers
on Figure 3.17) [NYSDEC].
Power Plant

Power Plant

Distance from

Number

Name

MPL (km)

I

II
III

IV

V and VI

Harlem River Yard

Astoria Generating
Station
Poletti Power
Project
Astoria Gas
Turbines
Astoria Energy I
and II

3.63

4.74
4.95

5.22

6.15

Emission Points
Height

Height

(ft)

(m)

2

107

32.6

3

15

4.6

1

13

4

1

1

0.3

7

299

91.1

1

28

8.5

2

250

76.2

7

45

13.7

24

38

11.6

7

12

3.7

4

269

82

1

50

15

Quantity

3.4.4. Results
Normalized Relative Backscatter measurements over different power generating stations
are obtained using the scanning pattern described above. These measurements are used to generate
NRB maps as the one shown on Figure 3.18. High intensity regions present in this figure can be
associated with power plant emissions, but their intensity appears to decrease with increasing
distance of the power plant with respect to our location, as expected, due to signal attenuation.
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Figure 3.18. Normalized Relative Backscatter measurements map for July 1st, 2018 between
18:21 and 18:57 EDT.
Unlike the previous cases where the far end region could be considered homogeneous, in
this case study we are focusing on far field monitoring of a superposition of emission sources so
the far end regime is not expected to have the homogeneity conditions we found in the prior case
study. Therefore, from the NRB measurements, backscatter coefficients were obtained by applying
the slope method between 1km and 2km, where no power plants are located, and assuming the
resulting background extinction to be constant over the entire range in order to approximate and
remove the background atmospheric transmittance from the NRB measurements. Moreover, the
resulting backscatter coefficients are calibrated in the region where the slope method was applied
using 𝛽 = 𝜎?#, ⁄𝑆% ; where 𝑆% = 55 is used, as this was found to be the mean aerosol lidar ratio
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throughout the heatwave event based on CCNY’s AERONET site data. Figure 3.19 shows an
example of the natural logarithm of an NRB profile for which a linear regression is applied between
1km and 2km (top) and the resulting backscatter coefficient profile retrieval (bottom). It can be
observed that, after removing background attenuation, the resulting backscatter coefficient profile
is stable for the first 4 km before the appearance of high intensity regions. However, within the
plume region, these retrievals still represent attenuated backscatter due to the presence of plume
attenuation.
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Figure 3.19. Example of the natural logarithm of an NRB profile for which a linear regression is
applied between 1km and 2km (top) and the resulting backscatter coefficient profile retrieval
(bottom).
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Figure 3.20 shows a map in which the backscatter coefficient retrievals obtained from one
of the scans are displayed. From this map, multiple high intensity regions corresponding to the
locations of the different power plants within our field of view can be observed. These high
intensity regions concentrate around 4 different spots that are likely to be associated with
individual or grouped emission points. Emissions from the Harlem River Yard power plant, which
is adjacent to our field of view, can be partially observed on one of the edges at 3.6km from the
MPL. Two more high-intensity spots can be identified at 4.9km and 5km distances, in Astoria.
Due to the location of these high intensity spots and considering the height of the emission points
of the different power plants in this region (see Table 3.2), we can infer that these regions with
high backscattering coefficient values correspond to emissions from Astoria Generating Station
and Poletti Power Project, since their distance from the MPL is smaller than 5km and they have
considerably higher emission points than Astoria Gas Turbines. Astoria Generating Station’s
highest emission point is 91.1m (299ft) tall, while Poletti Power Project’s is 76.2m (250ft) tall.
These are 8.9m and 23.8m below the field of view of our measurements (100m elevation),
respectively. While Astoria Gas Turbine’s highest emission point, at 13.7m (45ft) height, is 86.3m
below the field of view of our measurements. Finally, emissions from Astoria Energy can be
observed, as well, at 6.1km from the MPL. However, these retrievals are affected by additional
signal attenuation produced by the emissions from other power plants closer to the MPL and
therefore, estimates of the backscatter coefficient coming from Astoria Energy are expected to be
underestimated.
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Figure 3.20. Backscatter coefficient map for July 1st, 2018 between 18:21 and 18:57 EDT.
In order to analyze the behavior of the power plants activity during the heatwave that took
place between June 29th and July 3rd of 2018, backscatter coefficient maxima at the locations of
the different power plants are used as a measure of intensity of emissions. Note that, due to the
proximity of Astoria Generating Station (AGS), Poletti Power Project (PPP) and Astoria Gas
Turbines (AGT), these are analyzed together within the same region where a single maximum
value is taken. Based on the information provided in Table 3.2, the regions surrounding the
different power plants can be separated in terms of distance from the MPL. Then, we selected the
different regions to be defined by the range intervals of 3-4.2km for Harlem River Yard, 4.2-5.6km
for AGS, PPP and AGT, and 5.6-7km for Astoria Energy. Moreover, the backscatter coefficient
background level, which is obtained between 1km and 2km where no power plants are present, is
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also included as a measure of the background atmospheric load. Figure 3.21 show the time
evolution during the heatwave event of the backscatter coefficient background level (black),
backscatter coefficient maxima in the region surrounding Harlem River Yard (blue), the region
comprising Astoria Generating Station, Poletti Power Project and Astoria Gas Turbines (red), as
well as the region surrounding Astoria Energy (green).

Figure 3.21. Time evolution of the backscatter coefficient background level (black), backscatter
coefficient maxima in the region surrounding Harlem River Yard (blue), the region comprising
Astoria Generating Station, Poletti Power Project and Astoria Gas Turbines (red), as well as the
region surrounding Astoria Energy (green) from June 29th to July 3rd of 2018.
Over the period of the heatwave event, backscatter coefficient background levels and
backscatter coefficient maxima at all the different regions showed a significant increase day by
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day. Background levels increased 6 times during the 5-days period, indicating the presence of a
considerably higher atmospheric load due to increased pollution. Moreover, by the end of the
heatwave event, backscatter coefficient maxima at the 3 different plume regions had increased by
up to 10 times when compared to the first day of the heatwave; suggesting a significant increase
in power plant activity consistent throughout the different power plants observed. Note also that,
when high backscatter coefficient background levels are present, some of the plume backscatter
coefficient maxima data points are missing. High backscatter coefficient background levels are
directly associated to high signal attenuation and its effect is more pronounced with increased
range, making the noise become more prominent as the signal decays. Hence, missing data points
are the result of filtering out measurements dominated by noise. Consequently, the region
surrounding Astoria Energy, which is the one furthest away from the MPL at more than 6km
distance, has the most data points missing, followed by the region comprising Astoria Generating
Station, Poletti Power Project and Astoria Gas Turbines. While there were no missing data points
for the region surrounding Harlem River Yard, at around 3.6km distance from the MPL. Another
important remark to make is that the highest backscattering coefficient background levels recorded
for most of the days were observed during morning hours, which may be attributed to having a
lower mixing height preventing the dispersion of pollution.
The behavior of the backscatter coefficient background levels throughout the heatwave
event is further analyzed by comparing it against surface measurements of PM2.5 concentration,
relative humidity and dew point. Figure 3.22 shows backscatter coefficient background levels
(right axis) and surface measurements of PM2.5 concentration from an air monitoring station
managed by the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation and located on the
CCNY campus (left axis). It can be observed that there is a strong agreement between these
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measurements as the PM2.5 concentration also experiences a strong increase throughout the
heatwave event and its diurnal behavior is similar to that observed for the backscatter coefficient
background level.

Figure 3.22. Backscatter coefficient background level (right axis) and surface measurements of
PM2.5 concentration (left axis) from June 29th to July 3rd of 2018.
Similarly, Figure 3.23 shows the comparison of the backscatter coefficient background
level against measurements of relative humidity (top) and dew point (bottom) from a weather
station located on the CCNY campus. The diurnal behavior and evolution of relative humidity
measurements throughout the heatwave event closely resembles that of the backscatter coefficient
background levels. While dew point measurements show a reasonably good agreement with the
backscatter coefficient background level for most days. Therefore, the agreement among the
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different sets of measurements indicates that the backscatter coefficient background level is
adequately capturing the behavior of the atmospheric load present throughout the heatwave event.
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Figure 3.23. Backscatter coefficient background level (right axes) and surface measurements of
relative humidity (top left axis) and dew point (bottom left axis) from June 29th to July 3rd of
2018.
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3.5. Summary
Aerosol backscatter and extinction coefficients distribution maps have been derived by
applying different methodologies, including the slope method and Fernald’s inversion, to
horizontal scanning measurements of Normalized Relative Backscatter taken with an eye-safe
scanning MPL. Using the backscatter and extinction coefficients (instead of the attenuated
backscatter) to represent the aerosol distribution provides an important improvement in terms of
accuracy since far-end measurements can be better analyzed once the transmission term,
responsible for attenuation, is removed. Two case studies looking at different regions within New
York City have been presented. In both cases, retrievals on the far end of range are of great
importance as they show emissions and high concentrations of aerosols. Moreover, aerosol
transport and emission source dynamics were captured by analyzing the time evolution of the
spatial distribution maps generated.
Aerosol extinction coefficient values were retrieved from scanning NRB measurements
taken over the Bronx by applying the slope method to find a reference point which is then used in
Fernald’s solution. The aerosol extinction coefficient retrievals from each individual NRB profile
were used to generate maps that show the spatial distribution of aerosols and its evolution over
time. Measurements from May 10th of 2017 showcase a moderate and inhomogeneous aerosol
load, as well as, the detection of an aerosol front going from south to north over the Bronx region.
This aerosol front moves across our field of view within a half hour period and is detected past
3km from our location. While measurements from July 20th of 2019 present conditions in which
the aerosol load is higher overall and homogeneous with range but experiences a strong decrease
throughout the day.
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In addition to the horizontal scanning measurements from the MPL, we presented the
synergistic combination of other remote sensing instruments and in-situ measurements in order to
comprehensively look at boundary layer dynamics. Vertical profile measurements of attenuated
backscatter from ceilometer showed similar phenomena as the horizontal scanning measurements
and complemented them by adding information about the vertical extent of such phenomena.
Furthermore, the time evolution of the aerosol spatial distribution was observed to be strongly
influenced by wind dynamics. More specifically, the appearance and movement of an aerosol front
observed during the evening of May 10th, 2017, can be attributed to southeasterly winds that
potentially transported towards the Bronx increased amounts of pollution associated with rushhour transportation and commuting throughout the New York City metropolitan area. On the other
hand, observations from July 20th of 2019 showed the clearest conditions during late afternoon and
evening hours, which could be the result of northwesterly winds potentially transporting cleaner
air from upstate New York and New Jersey towards New York City.
We also demonstrated capabilities to remotely monitor local emission sources, such as
power plants, over large distances. Backscatter coefficient values were calculated from
Normalized Relative Backscatter measurements by applying the slope method on a region free of
power plant emissions (between 1km and 2km from the MPL) and assuming a constant
background extinction throughout the entire range of the measurements. Backscatter coefficient
maps show multiple high-intensity regions concentrated around the locations of the different
power plants, representing the emissions coming from these facilities.
Backscatter coefficient maxima within the different high-intensity regions were used as a
measure of power plant activity throughout the duration of the heatwave event. The time evolution
of the backscatter coefficient maxima at all the different regions show a day by day increase as the
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heatwave unfolded and, by the end of it, they were up to 10 times larger than on the first day. The
consistent increase in the backscatter coefficient maxima from power plant emissions at all the
regions observed suggests a significant increment in power plant activity that is likely to have
occurred at other power plants in the area too. Moreover, backscatter coefficient background levels
and surface PM2.5 concentrations were observed to significantly increase during the heatwave
event, as well, indicating the presence of increased pollution.
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CHAPTER 4. ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON OF AIRBORNE AND GROUND
DOPPLER WIND LIDAR MEASUREMENTS

Abstract
The FIREX-AQ field campaign, led by NOAA and NASA, aimed to investigate the impact
on air quality and climate from wildfires and agricultural fires in the United States by looking at
the chemistry and transport of smoke. Within the context of this campaign, airborne wind
measurements were carried out using a scanning micro-pulse Doppler lidar to study the dynamics
of fire plumes and the impact of topographically forced flows on fire evolution. In order to
evaluate the performance of the airborne system, a series of comparison measurements were
undertaken at the end of the campaign. Two flights were made in the area in and around Boulder,
Colorado, where other Doppler wind lidars were deployed on ground. This study focuses on the
analysis and comparison of airborne and ground wind measurements over Boulder, located in the
transition from foothills to plain, and Nederland, located in the mountains near the continental
divide. Airborne vertical velocity measurements are used to estimate the integral length scale and
the variance, while continuous scan measurements are used to obtain 3-dimensional wind
components and their root-mean-squared error compared against ground measurements. In
general, larger errors were observed over Nederland than over Boulder due probably to differences
in turbulence strength at these locations, nevertheless, these errors were considerably improved by
averaging over multiple scans when applying the VAD analysis. It was also found that integrating
airborne measurements over distances of approximately 8 integral length scales produced the best
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results for horizontal wind speed, with errors of 2m/s or better when compared to ground
measurements.
4.1. Introduction
4.1.1 Doppler Effect
The Doppler effect, defined by Austrian mathematician and physicist Christian Doppler
(1803 - 1853), refers to the observed increase or decrease of a wave’s measured frequency as the
source and the observer move with respect to each other, where the relative speed between them
determines the change in frequency. Therefore, the relative speed of the source with respect to the
receiver can be determined by measuring the resulting frequency shift. However, if the source does
not move directly towards or away relative to the observed, only the speed component along the
line of sight can be obtained.
When speaking about electromagnetic waves traveling in air or vacuum, the measured frequency
is given by:
𝑓 = 𝑓J + Δ𝑓 = 𝑓J (1 − 𝓋/𝑐)

(4.1)

Where 𝑓J is the frequency emitted at the source, Δ𝑓 is the frequency shift, 𝓋 is the relative
speed between source and observer along the line of sight, and c is the speed of light.
If the source is illuminating a moving target, such target will measure a shifted frequency
given by Equation 4.1. Moreover, if the incident light is reflected or scattered off this target, such
target can be considered as a secondary source of re-emitted radiation with shifted frequency. Since
the target is moving while re-emitting radiation, the frequency measured by an observer will
experience a secondary shift additional to that measured by the target. Then, if observer and source
are placed at the same location, the primary frequency shift produced from the source illuminating
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the moving target and the secondary frequency shift produced from the moving target re-emitting
radiation will be equal and Equation 4.1 becomes:
𝑓 = 𝑓J + 2Δ𝑓 = 𝑓J (1 − 2𝓋/𝑐)

(4.2)

Where 𝓋 now represents the speed of the target relative to the source-observer pair.
Conventionally, 𝓋 is assigned a positive sign when the target is moving towards the sourceobserver pair resulting in a frequency increase, and vice versa. Note also that, since the wavelength
of emission is 𝜆J = 𝑐/𝑓J , the total frequency shift introduced is 𝑓 − 𝑓J = 2𝓋/𝜆J , and the target
velocity can be written as:
𝓋 = 𝜆J (𝑓 − 𝑓J )/2

(4.3)

This is the principle used when it is necessary to measure the speed of a remote target that
does not emit radiation.
4.1.2. Doppler Wind Lidar
Doppler wind lidars exploit the optical Doppler effect to measure velocities of air masses
in the Earth’s atmosphere by illuminating aerosols and gas molecules with laser radiation and
detecting backscatter radiation. Each individual molecule exhibits thermal movements with
velocities that are much faster than the wind speed and are characterized by a broad random
distribution with 0 average. Aerosols, on the other hand, have higher masses and follow random
Brownian motions that are much slower than the thermal velocities of gas molecules, resulting in
a narrower velocity distribution. As a result, the frequency spectrum of light backscattered from
the atmosphere consists of a narrow central peak near the frequency of the lidar transmitter on top
of a much broader distribution produced by the frequency shifts associated with the velocities from
the scattering aerosols and molecules, respectively [Fiocco and DeWolf 1968, Eloranta 2005,
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Werner 2005]. Additional to the individual movement of aerosols and gas molecules present in the
atmosphere, there is also the collective movement of air masses, known as wind, which induces a
bulk shift to the backscattered spectrum with respect to the transmitted frequency; hence, by
determining the overall frequency shift of the spectrum, the wind speed can be obtained using
Equation 4.3. Figure 4.1 shows examples of the frequency spectra from atmospheric backscattered
light for the cases of no wind present, centered around the frequency of the lidar transmitter (black
line), and in the presence of wind, shifted to the right of the transmitted frequency in this case (blue
line).

Figure 4.1. Examples of frequency spectra of light backscattered from the atmosphere showing a
narrow peak caused by aerosol scattering on top of a much broader distribution produced by
molecular scattering. The black line represents the case of no wind present, centered around the
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frequency of the lidar transmitter, while the blue line depicts a distribution shifted to the right
due to the presence of wind.
Doppler wind lidars can be divided into two categories, incoherent and coherent.
Incoherent Doppler lidar systems use direct detection of the backscattered radiation spectrum by
employing interferometers or spectrometers; and use this spectrum to determine the frequency
shift. On the other hand, coherent Doppler lidars employ heterodyne detection by mixing the
backscattered radiation with a reference beam (also called local oscillator whose frequency is
related to the original frequency of the transmitted beam) before reaching the detector. As a result,
the mixed signal contains components with frequencies equal to the sum and difference of the
frequencies of the backscattered radiation and reference beam, where the difference produces a
low-frequency component that can be measured with great accuracy and carries information about
the Doppler frequency shift. Doppler wind lidars can also be separated, according to the type of
laser source being used, into continuous wave and pulsed. Continuous wave Doppler lidars achieve
range resolved measurements by focusing the beam at a series of preset distances usually limited
below 1km, hence, they are primarily used to probe small atmospheric volumes at ranges close to
the system where focusing can be effectively used. With pulsed Doppler lidars, the range resolve
measurements are achieved by transmitting a pulse and measuring the atmospheric return as a
function of time. Distance from the lidar to the center of the sensing volume is defined by the timeof-flight that passes between the emission of the laser pulse and the detection of the backscatter
signal, therefore, range-resolved measurements of wind speed can be obtained from the
backscattered signal measured as a function of time [Banakh and Smalikho 2013, Werner 2005,
Menzies and Hardesty 1989].
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Menzies and Hardesty [Menzies and Hardesty 1989] review the early developments of
coherent Doppler lidar during the decades of 1970 and 1980. Initial applications of coherent
Doppler wind lidars used in its majority continuous wave CO2 gas lasers emitting radiation with
10.6 micrometers wavelength [Huffaker and Jelalian 1970, Lawrence et al. 1972]. A first pulsed
Doppler lidar system operating at the same wavelength was developed as well during the 1970s
with the goal of being deployed for airborne measurements that were carried out in the early 1980s.
In this system, a continuous wave master oscillator and an electro-optical modulator were used for
laser pulse generation as part of a Master Oscillator Power Amplifier (MOPA) configuration,
which is still widely used to this day [Bilbro and Vaughan 1978, Bilbro et al. 1984, Bilbro et al.
1986]. Moreover, in the late 1980s, technical innovations that lead to the development of solidstate lasers and, in particular, the Neodymium YAG laser made possible for Doppler wind lidars
to operate with near-infrared wavelengths. Advantages of these systems compared to CO2 Doppler
lidars include better atmospheric transmission and less beam divergence [Kane et al. 1987, Kavaya
et al. 1989, Hannon and Henderson 1995].
The main parameter of interest in Doppler wind measurements is the mean frequency shift
of the backscatter signal spectrum, which is proportional to the wind speed, as described above.
Therefore, a frequency analysis of the backscatter signal is necessary to estimate its power
spectrum. Doppler lidar has several similarities to its predecessor Doppler radar, particularly with
respect to signal processing techniques that were initially developed for Doppler radar (see for
example [Doviak and Zrnic 1993]). Such techniques are either based on calculations of the
complex autocovariance function or the discrete Fourier transform of the backscatter signal
sampled in time. Nevertheless, intrinsic differences in the analysis of Doppler lidar and Doppler
radar signals arise from their differences in wavelength used and corresponding decorrelation
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times. As a result, longer decorrelation times for Doppler radar allow for the frequency analysis to
be carried out using consecutive signals, while for Doppler lidar returns, it is applied within each
signal due to shorter decorrelation times.
For example, by applying a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) directly to the backscatter signal
time series and squaring, the power spectrum can be obtained with relatively low computational
load [Hardesty 1986, Menzies and Hardesty 1989, Doviak and Zrnic 1993, Rye and Hardesty 1993
I and II]. On the other hand, the power spectrum of the backscatter signal can also be obtained
indirectly by first calculating the autocorrelation function of the backscatter signal time series and
then applying a discrete Fourier transform. Since the autocorrelation function is calculated directly
from the time series using multiplications and additions, it can be formed and accumulated at high
speeds and, when computed over a small number of lags, it is the most compact way of storing the
information needed to obtain the power spectrum. Therefore, this approach offers advantages in
terms of computational speed and economy [Doviak and Zrnic 1993, Rye and Hardesty 1993 II].
Since the power spectrum and the autocorrelation function can be obtained from one another using
Fourier transforms, this implies that they are a Fourier transform pair in which the power spectrum
is always real and positive. This means that its counterpart, the autocorrelation function, must be
a complex quantity unless the power spectrum is symmetric and centered around 0Hz frequency.
Therefore, in order to calculate the autocorrelation function as a complex quantity, the
backscattered signal must also be represented as a complex quantity beforehand. Moreover,
representing the backscattering signal as a complex quantity has the effect of making its phase
explicit and hence, negative and positive frequencies can be distinguished from one another
[Doviak and Zrnic 1993, Rye and Hardesty 1993 II].
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Throughout the years, the field of atmospheric lidar has received major contributions from
the NOAA Earth Systems Research Laboratories (NOAA-ESRL) located in Boulder, Colorado
[Post et al. 1980, Hardesty et al. 1981, Hall et al. 1984, Huffaker et al. 1984, Banta et al. 1992,
Grund et al. 2001, Senff et al. 2010]. The most recent system developed by the Atmospheric
Remote Sensing group at NOAA-ESRL is the second version of a micro Joule class pulsed Doppler
lidar (denoted from here on as MD2), designed to be field-deployable on small mobile platforms.
During the summer of 2019, this system was mounted on a Twin Otter aircraft (along with other
instruments) as part of the Fire Influence on Regional to Global Environments and Air Quality
(FIREX-AQ) field campaign. This campaign is a joint effort led by NOAA and NASA, and aims
to investigate the impact on air quality and climate from wildfires and agricultural fires in the
United States by looking at the chemistry and transport of smoke [NOAA-ESR]. Airborne wind
measurements from MD2 are used to study the dynamics of the fire plumes and the impact of
topographically forced flows on fire evolution. In order to evaluate the performance of the airborne
micro pulse Doppler lidar as part of the FIREX-AQ field campaign, a series of comparison
measurements were undertaken at the end of the campaign. Two additional test flights were carried
out over different locations in and around Boulder, Colorado, where other Doppler wind lidars
were deployed on ground. This study focuses on the comparison of wind measurements obtained
with MD2 onboard the Twin Otter aircraft with those from the ground, which are taken using
commercial and custom-made instruments. Comparisons of airborne and ground measurements
are performed over two locations: Boulder, located in the transition from foothills to plain, and
Nederland, located in the mountains near the continental divide. For our analysis, we consider two
types of airborne wind measurements from MD2, vertical stare and continuous scan
measurements. Vertical Stare measurements from MD2 are used to calculate the integral length
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scale, which is a measure of the length over which the atmosphere is relatively well correlated with
itself, and the vertical velocity variance, used as a measure of turbulence; while continuous scan
measurements are used to obtain 3-dimensional wind components using the velocity-azimuth
display analysis with different azimuth windows.
4.2. Methodology
4.2.1. Micro Pulsed Doppler Lidar
A thorough description of the MD2 system developed by the Atmospheric Remote Sensing
group at NOAA-ESRL has been previously presented by Schroeder et al. [Schroeder et al. 2020].
Here we show a flow diagram with only the main components of this system:

Figure 4.2. Flow diagram with the main components from the MD2 system developed by the
Atmospheric Remote Sensing group at NOAA-ESRL.
MD2 is mostly constructed with optic fiber components except for the T/R switch and
telescope, which use free-space optics. It employs a master oscillator power amplifier (MOPA)
configuration in which, a continuous wave master oscillator (MO) produces 80mW of power at
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1543nm wavelength with a spectral linewidth smaller than 5kHz. Its output is coupled to a 95/5%
splitter where the smallest portion (5%) is separated to be used later for heterodyne detection of
the backscatter light. The majority (95%) of the output from the master oscillator is passed through
an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) that introduces an intermediate frequency (IF) of 62MHz and
creates pulses with 166-1000ns duration at a 10-20kHz rate. Following the pulse creation through
the AOM, an erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) is used to increase the averaged launched
optical power to 0.5-1W. The resulting amplified pulsed is coupled into the free-space optics of
the transmit-receive switch (T/R Switch) and the subsequent Keplerian telescope, where it is
expanded and then sent out into the atmosphere. After the beam has propagated through the
atmosphere, the backscattered radiation collected with the Keplerian telescope is passed through
the T/R Switch and sent to a 50/50% mixer where it is combined with the 5% portion of the master
oscillator output mentioned before. The resulting heterodyne signal is measured with a balanced
detector and then read into a data acquisition system where it is low-pass filtered with 125MHz
cutoff frequency, digitized at 250MS/s and 14bits, and fed to a field-programmable gate array
(FPGA) [Schroeder et al. 2020].
Table 4.1. MD2 Specifications.
Wavelength

1543nm

Repetition Rate 10-20kHz
Pulse Power

0.5-1W

Pulse Duration

166-1000ns

Beam Diameter 75mm
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4.2.2. Data Processing
Consider 𝑠KL (𝑡; 𝑓KL ) the signal being produced by the master oscillator as a function of
time with frequency 𝑓KL = 𝑐/𝜆KL , where 𝜆KL is the wavelength of emission (1543nm in this
case). Consider then the pulses being created by the AOM with additional intermediate frequency
𝑓+M = 62MHz to be represented by 𝑠N (𝑡; 𝑓KL + 𝑓+M ). After each one of these pulses has
propagated through the atmosphere, the backscattered signal collected with the telescope will have
a frequency distribution centered around the emitted frequency plus a Doppler frequency shift 𝑓O
imparted by the wind speed. The backscattered signal can, then, be denoted as 𝑠P (𝑡; 𝑓KL + 𝑓+M +
𝑓O ). By mixing the backscattered signal with the master oscillator, a heterodyne signal is created
with frequency components equal to the sum and difference of their individual frequencies:
𝑠KL (𝑡; 𝑓KL ) ∙ 𝑠P (𝑡; 𝑓KL + 𝑓+M + 𝑓O ) = 𝑠Q (𝑡; 2𝑓KL + 𝑓+M + 𝑓O ) + 𝑠Q (𝑡; 𝑓+M + 𝑓O )

(4.4)

The heterodyne signal is sent to a detector which responds only to the low-frequency
component 𝑠Q (𝑡; 𝑓+M + 𝑓O ) as the high-frequency component 𝑠Q (𝑡; 2𝑓KL + 𝑓+M + 𝑓O ) falls outside
the detector’s bandwidth. The signal is digitized and complex demodulated using the intermediate
frequency (𝑓+M = 62MHz) in order to generate a complex representation of the signal shifted to
baseband, as follows:
𝑑(𝑛; 𝑓O , 2𝑓+M + 𝑓O ) = 𝑑Q (𝑛; 𝑓+M + 𝑓O ) ∙ cos (𝑛; 𝑓+M ) + 𝑗 𝑑Q (𝑛; 𝑓+M + 𝑓O ) ∙ sin (𝑛; 𝑓+M )

(4.5)

where 𝑑(𝑛; 𝑓O , 2𝑓+M + 𝑓O ) is the discrete complex representation of the signal,
𝑑Q (𝑛; 𝑓+M + 𝑓O ) is the digitized low-frequency component of the heterodyne signal, and n
represents the discrete time-domain samples. Just as in Equation 4.4, the multiplications in
Equation 4.5 will produce components with frequencies equal to the sums and differences of the
frequencies from the individual signals. Then, the sum-frequency component is removed with a 497

point boxcar filter, resulting in a complex demodulated signal shifted to baseband and carrying
information about the Doppler frequency shift 𝑓O :
𝑑(𝑛; 𝑓O ) = 𝑑+ (𝑛; 𝑓O ) + 𝑗 𝑑R (𝑛; 𝑓O )

(4.6)

where 𝑑+ and 𝑑R represent the in-phase and quadrature components of the signal,
respectively. The complex demodulated signal (omitting frequency terms for simplicity) is used to
compute the autocorrelation matrix:
𝐷(𝑛, 𝑚) = 𝑑(𝑛) ∙ 𝑑 ∗ (𝑛 + 𝑚)
𝑑(1) ∙ 𝑑∗ (1)
𝑑(1) ∙ 𝑑∗ (2)
𝑑(1) ∙ 𝑑∗ (3)
⎡
∗
∗
𝑑(2) ∙ 𝑑 (2)
𝑑(2) ∙ 𝑑 (3)
𝑑(2) ∙ 𝑑∗ (4)
⎢
∗ (3)
∗ (4)
𝑑(3) ∙ 𝑑
𝑑(3) ∙ 𝑑
𝑑(3) ∙ 𝑑∗ (5)
𝐷(𝑛, 𝑚) = ⎢
⋮
⋮
⋮
⎢
0
⎢𝑑(𝑁 − 1) ∙ 𝑑∗ (𝑁 − 1) 𝑑(𝑁 − 1) ∙ 𝑑∗ (𝑁)
⎣
𝑑(𝑁) ∙ 𝑑∗ (𝑁)
0
0

(4.7)

… 𝑑(1) ∙ 𝑑∗(𝑀 − 1)
𝑑(1) ∙ 𝑑∗ (𝑀)
⎤
∗
…
𝑑(2) ∙ 𝑑 (𝑀)
𝑑(2) ∙ 𝑑∗ (1 + 𝑀)
⎥
∗ (1
∗ (2
… 𝑑(3) ∙ 𝑑
+ 𝑀) 𝑑(3) ∙ 𝑑
+ 𝑀) ⎥
⋱
⋮
⋮
⎥
⎥
…
0
0
⎦
…
0
0

(4.8)

where 𝑑 ∗ (𝑛 + 𝑚) is the complex conjugate of 𝑑(𝑛) delayed by m lags. The complex
autocorrelation matrix 𝐷(𝑛, 𝑚) has N rows, corresponding to the total number of time-domain
samples, and M columns, corresponding to lags going from 0 to M-1.
The complex autocorrelation matrix 𝐷(𝑛, 𝑚) is calculated for every single pulse emitted
and accumulated for a user-defined number of pulses that define the beam rate or, in other words,
the fastest rate at which line-of-sight wind measurements can be obtained. After accumulation, the
rows in matrix 𝐷(𝑛, 𝑚), corresponding to time-domain samples, are grouped and averaged
together to match the effective range resolution of the system, defined by the duration of the output
pulse. Therefore, this methodology allows for flexible accumulation and gating of data that can be
customized according to the user’s needs in terms of data storage or measurement time and range
resolution requirements. The resulting complex autocorrelation matrix has now rows
corresponding to the different range gates and, for each one of them, the values of the M-1 lags
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autocorrelation function are assigned to the different columns. Typically, MD2 is operated with
400ns pulse duration, corresponding to an effective range resolution of 62.4m, and 24 lags.
We now proceed to the spectral analysis of the individual range gates for which the first
step is to calculate the power spectrum, defined as the discrete Fourier transform of the
autocorrelation function [Doviak and Zrnic 1993]:
K$@

𝑆(𝑓) =

i

𝑅(𝑚) 𝑒 $U.V0W- ,

(4.9)

,T$(K$@)

where S(f) is the power spectrum as a function of frequency f, R(m) is the double-sided
autocorrelation as a function of lag m going from -(M-1) to M-1, and 𝑇; is the sampling time.
The double-sided autocorrelation function R(m), which must have 2M+1 elements centered
at the zeroth lag, is a complex function with real part even and imaginary part odd. It is constructed
for each range gate such that the values on its left side, corresponding to lags from -(M-1) to -1,
are the mirrored complex conjugates of the values corresponding to the lags going from 1 to M-1,
which are taken from the columns of the autocorrelation matrix. In practice, once the double-sided
autocorrelation function R(m) is constructed for each range gate, a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
algorithm is used on each one of them to obtain their power spectra. Then, a 4-point second order
polynomial is applied around the maximum value found on each one of the discrete power spectra
obtained with the FFTs. The frequency at which the peak of the second order polynomial fit occurs
is taken as the Doppler frequency shift 𝑓O imparted by the wind [Schroeder et al. 2020]. Finally,
the wind velocity along the line of sight is calculated similar to Equation 4.3:
𝓋 = − 𝜆KL 𝑓O /2

(4.10)
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Note that the wavelength of the master oscillator 𝜆KL is used here as the emitted
wavelength since 𝑓KL = 𝑐/ 𝜆KL ≫ 𝑓+M , which means that the contribution of the added
intermediate frequency to the emitted wavelength is negligible.
4.2.3. Beam Scanning
Aside from vertical wind velocity measurements, which can be obtained simply by having
the micro pulse Doppler lidar point in the vertical direction, three-dimensional wind measurements
are achieved by implementing plan position indicator (PPI) or conical scans around the vertical
axis with a fixed elevation angle while rotating along the azimuth angle. Therefore, under such
scans, each range gate forms a circle at a given height and produces measurements of line-of-sight
velocity as a function azimuth angle, also known as velocity-azimuth display (VAD). Assuming
that the wind field is homogeneous across the volume covered by the conical scan, the VAD will
recreate a sine function where its amplitude and phase can be used as measures of horizontal wind
speed and direction, while its offset from zero velocity is a measure of the vertical wind speed
[Lhermitte and Atlas 1961, Browning and Wexler 1968]. This is better illustrated with the help of
Figure 4.3, in which the geometry of the conical scan together with three-dimensional velocity
components and the scanning angles are shown relative to the cardinal directions:
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Figure 4.3. Geometry for the conical scan with three-dimensional velocity components and
scanning angles relative to the cardinal directions.
Considering that, with this geometry, the lidar scanner is located at the apex of the cone,
the line-of-sight velocity (with positive sign when pointing away from the lidar) measured at
different azimuth angles can be expressed as:
𝓋"#; (𝜃) = 𝑢 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜙 + 𝑣 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜙 + 𝑤 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜙

(4.11)

with u being the west-east velocity component, v the south-north velocity component, w
the vertical velocity component, 𝜃 is the azimuth angle measured clockwise from north and 𝜙 is
the elevation angle measured from the horizontal plane. Therefore, since the elevation angle 𝜙 and
the interval of the azimuth angles 𝜃 covered by the scan are known, a linear least-squares fit can
be applied to the line-of-sight velocity measurements as a function of azimuth angle 𝓋"#; (𝜃) using
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the components (𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜙, 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜙, 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜙), where the resulting coefficients of the fit
correspond directly to the three-dimensional velocity components u, v, and w, respectively. From
here, horizontal wind speed and direction can be easily found using the u and v components as:
𝓋?#/ = √𝑢. + 𝑣 .

(4.12)

𝜃?#/ = 180° + arctan (𝑢/𝑣)

(4.13)

Note that the horizontal wind direction 𝜃?#/ conventionally describes the direction of
where the wind is coming from as opposed to where it is going to, and is measured clockwise from
north, as well.
As mentioned above, this method relies on the assumption of a homogeneous wind field.
However, this assumption is hardly fulfilled under turbulent conditions such as those found within
the atmospheric boundary layer. Moreover, using high elevation angles results in increased
sensitivity of the line-or-sight velocity to vertical wind variations and, hence, inhomogeneous
conditions can lead to significant errors in the calculated horizontal wind components [Browning
and Wexler 1968; Tian et al. 2015].
4.2.4. Integral Length Scale and Variance of Vertical Wind Velocity
The integral length scale of vertical wind velocity is a measure of the length over which
the wind velocity is relatively well correlated with itself [Lenschow and Stankov 1986, Lothon et
al. 2006]. Consider vertical velocity measurements uniformly sampled in time w(t). Time samples
can be converted into spatial samples by multiplying the time domain by the mean horizontal wind
speed (or true airspeed for measurements onboard a moving platform), Once the vertical velocity
measurements are converted to the spatial domain w(x), they can be used to calculate the integral
length scale according to:
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𝑑𝑟

(4.14)

where 𝑅X (𝑟) is the autocorrelation function of w(x) at spatial lag (or displacement) r and
𝑅X (0) is the vertical velocity variance. In practice, the integral length scale is estimated using as
the maximum of the running integral of Equation 4.14 [Lenschow and Stankov 1986, Lothon et
al. 2006]:
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(4.15)

Generally, this maximum is found at the spatial lag for which the autocorrelation function
𝑅X (𝑟) reaches its first zero crossing. Furthermore, even though the 3-dimensional velocity
components must be considered to quantify the amount of turbulence present, the most frequently
used statistic that serves as a measure of turbulence (under the assumption of isotropy) is the
vertical velocity variance due to its simplicity.
4.3. Experiment
4.3.1 Ground Wind Measurements
Boulder, Colorado
At the NOAA Earth System Research Laboratories (north latitude 39.9929°, west longitude
105.2616° and altitude of 1660m above sea level), two Doppler wind lidars are deployed on the
ground. A Leosphere WindCube 200S performs 20-seconds PPI scans at 40°, 60° and 75° elevation
angles, which are combined to produce 1-minute measurements of 3D wind components.
Additionally, an earlier version of the custom-made micro pulse Doppler lidar (MD1) performs
vertical stare measurements at 0.5Hz that are used to estimate the integral length scale. Both
instruments have a vertical resolution of 60m.
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Nederland, Colorado
A HALO Stream Line XR wind lidar was deployed in Nederland, located on the foothills
southwest of Boulder (North latitude 39.979561°, west longitude 105.531928° and altitude of
2690m above sea level). It performs the same PPI scan routine as described above for the
WindCube 200S Doppler lidar (3 scans at 40°, 60° and 75° elevation angles lasting 20 seconds
each) and produces 1-minute measurements of 3D wind components with a vertical resolution of
30m.
Table 4.2. Ground Doppler wind lidars specifications.
NOAA CSL MD1

Leosphere WindCube 200S

HALO Stream Line XR

Wavelength

1.543 μm

1.54 μm

1.5 μm

Repetition Rate

20 kHz

10 kHz

10 kHz

Pulse Energy

40 μJ

50 μJ

80 μJ

Pulse Duration

400 ns

400 ns

350 ns

Telescope Diameter

75 mm (3 inches)

4 inches

75 mm (3 inches)

4.3.2 Airborne Wind Measurements
Wind measurements were taken with MD2 onboard a Twin Otter aircraft on August 12th
and 13th of 2019 while flying over Boulder, Colorado, and its surroundings, as shown on Figure
4.4.
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Figure 4.4. Map of the transects traveled by the Twin Otter aircraft on August 12th and 13th of
2019 while flying over Boulder, Colorado, and its surroundings.
For this study, only the flight transects that passed over Boulder and Nederland were taken
into consideration. The selected flight transects lasted for about 5 minutes each and were carried
out with aircraft ground speeds of approximately 70m/s, covering distances longer than 20km in
the North-to-South (N-S) and South-to-North (S-N) directions. For the flight transects over
Boulder, the aircraft altitude was approximately 3000m above sea level (ASL) and the ground
elevation fluctuated within the 1600-2000m ASL interval. Over Nederland, located in the
mountains, the aircraft altitude was approximately 3600 ASL and the ground elevation fluctuated
from 2700m up to 3200m ASL.
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For our analysis, we consider two types of airborne wind measurements from MD2.
Vertical stare (VERT) measurements were performed by having MD2 point at nadir while
collecting vertical velocity profiles at 1Hz rate with 62.4m vertical resolution. Continuous scan
(CS) measurements were obtained by scanning around the vertical axis at an angle of 15° off nadir
(equivalent to a 75° elevation angle measured from the horizontal plane) with an azimuth rotation
rate of 30 degrees per second (dps), which translates into a scanning cycle period of 12 seconds.
Under this scan scenario, the beam rate is set at 5Hz, resulting in 60 line-of-sight velocity profiles
being acquired within each scanning cycle. Moreover, combining the scanner azimuth rotation
with the aircraft motion results in a scanned volume defined by a cycloid pattern as opposed to the
regular conical scan for stationary platforms, introducing additional wind profiling errors when
applying the VAD technique [Gasch 2020; Tian 2015]. A summary of the flight transects used
over Boulder and Nederland are presented in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4, respectively:
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Table 4.3. List of flight transects carried out over Boulder, Colorado on August 12th and 13th,
2019 (times are in UTC).
Flight ID#

Direction

Scan Type

Settings

22.11

N–S

CS

22.12

S–N

22.13

Date

Start Time

End Time

5Hz 30dps

21:58:01

22:03:00

VERT

1Hz

22:05:31

22:10:36

N–S

CS

5Hz 30dps

22:12:16

22:20:20

22.17

N–S

VERT

1Hz

22:46:08

22:51:56

22.18

S–N

CS

5Hz 30dps

22:53:45

22:59:02

23.10

S–N

VERT

1Hz

15:59:48

16:07:02

23.11

N–S

CS

5Hz 30dps

16:09:21

16:17:38

23.14

S–N

CS

5Hz 30dps

16:34:14

16:41:38

Aug 12

Aug 13

Table 4.4. List of flight transects carried out over Nederland, Colorado on August 12th and 13th,
2019 (times are in UTC).
Flight ID#

Direction

Scan Type

Settings

22.5

S-N

CS

5Hz 30dps

22.6

N-S

VERT

1Hz

22.7

S-N

CS

23.2

S-N

23.3
23.4

Start Time

End Time

21:15:31

21:21:36

21:22:51

21:28:47

5Hz 30dps

21:30:25

21:36:16

CS

5Hz 30dps

15:05:16

15:11:24

N-S

VERT

1Hz

15:13:35

15:20:12

S-N

CS

5Hz 30dps

15:23:16

15:28:55
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Date

Aug 12

Aug 13

For vertical stare and continuous scan measurements, line-of-sight velocity profiles for
which the aircraft roll was higher than 5° were removed. Furthermore, the projection of the aircraft
motion onto each line-of-sight velocity profiles is removed by subtracting the velocity offset found
for the ground (for which the velocity must be 0m/s) from all the range gates. Additionally, for
continuous scan measurements, the scanner azimuth and elevation angles (and the resulting wind
direction) are transformed from the aircraft’s coordinate system to the Earth’s coordinate system
using Euler rotation matrices and aircraft heading, pitch and roll information from an Inertial
Navigation Unit (INU) [Lenschow 1972; Leon and Vali 1998]).
Vertical Stare measurements from MD2 are filtered based on signal-to-noise ratio to reduce
the noise contribution and then used to estimate the integral length scale and the vertical velocity
variance. The resulting integral length scale profiles calculated for the flight transects carried out
over Boulder (Table 4.3) are compared against those calculated using vertical velocity
measurements from MD1 for validation purposes. While continuous scan measurements are used
to obtain 3-dimensional wind components using the VAD analysis. The main purpose of this study
is to better understand airborne wind measurements uncertainty and its mechanisms in order to
improve their precision. With that in mind, the VAD analysis is applied to measurements from
MD2 using increasing azimuth windows that go from 180° to 1800° (or, in other words, from half
scanning cycle to 5 scanning cycles) with increments of 180°. These azimuth windows are centered
around the time in which the aircraft was closest to the ground instrument as shown on Figure 4.5.
Profiles of 3-dimensional wind components obtained using the different azimuth windows are
compared against their ground counterparts and the root-mean-squared error (RMSE) is taken as
a measure of agreement between them.
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Figure 4.5. Top and side views of the geometries of the volumes probed by scanning
measurements from ground (red circles) and aircraft at increasing azimuth windows (blue-toyellow colors). The red circles at the different heights represent the region observed by each
range bin from the ground instrument as it scans along the azimuth angle. The blue-to-yellow
colors represent the surfaces observed by the airborne instrument as it scans along the azimuth
angle while the aircraft executes its trajectory. The different colors of the surfaces represent
different azimuth windows being covered, going from 180° (blue) to 1800° (yellow).
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4.4. Results
4.4.1. Integral Length Scale and Vertical Velocity Variance
A set of airborne vertical velocity measurements taken over Boulder on August 12th (Flight
22.12 on Table 4.3) is shown on Figure 4.6. This flight transect lasted 5 minutes and covered a
horizontal distance of 22.4km. Similarly, Figure 4.7 shows vertical velocity measurements from
MD1 during a period of 3 hours and 20 minutes (200 minutes) centered around the time in which
the aircraft was closest to MD1. Using the average horizontal wind speed measured from the
WindCube 200S Doppler lidar during the same time period, measurements from MD1 can be
projected from time to space in order to estimate the length probed by the ground instrument as
the air mass advected over its field of view. In this case, Figure 4.7 shows that the total length
probed is larger than 30km during the selected time period.
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Figure 4.6. Airborne vertical velocity measurements taken over Boulder on August 12th (Flight
22.12 on Table 4.3) relative to the location of the ground instrument.
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Figure 4.7. Ground vertical velocity measurements on August 12th centered around the time in
which the aircraft was closes to MD1 (Flight 22.12 on Table 4.3). Measurements in time have
been converted to distance from ground instrument using the average horizontal wind speed
measured during the same time period with the WindCube 200S Doppler lidar.
Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 show inhomogeneous conditions with strong gradients in the
vertical velocity. Further analysis revealed that such vertical motions where due to a convergence
zone in which different air masses coming from Denver (on the South) and from the mountains
(on the West) were colliding. This is shown in Figure 4.8, where the strong updrafts observed on
Flight 22.12 (shown on Figure 4.6 as well) overlap with the region in which the wind direction
(obtained from continuous scan measurements from Flight 22.11) drastically changes from South
to West, as indicated by the arrows. This convergence zone progessively moved from South to
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North, reason why the strong gradients in vertical velocity were captured earlier in time by the
ground instrument (left side of Figure 4.7), while for the aircraft measurements, it was detected
North of Boulder (right side of Figure 4.6). The occurance of a convergence zone is not ideal as it
violates the assumptions of stationary condtions on which the time series analysis of bouyancydriven turbulence rely. Therefore, such conditions are not accounted for and affect the integral
length scale and vertical velocity variance calculations that follow. Nevertheless, it is still
important to carry out the analysis under non-ideal scenarios as these are highly common in field
studies like this one.The impact of the convergence zone is investigated further down.
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Figure 4.8. (top) Airborne measurements of vertical (top) and horizontal (bottom) wind velocity
taken over Boulder on August 12th (Flight 22.12 and Flight 22.11 on Table 4.3, respectively).
The integral length scale profile from airborne vertical velocity measurements is calculated
using the data for the entire transect. While for ground measurements, the integral length scale
profile was calculated using different time windows centered around the time in which the aircraft
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was closest to the ground instrument. Table 4.5 shows a summary of the time windows and their
corresponding projection in distance, used for the calculation of the integral length scale from the
vertical velocity measurements shown on Figure 4.7:
Table 4.5. Time windows and their corresponding projection in distance used for the calculation
of the integral length scale from the vertical velocity measurments shown on Figure 4.7.
Time window (minutes) 120
Distance covered (km)

140

160

180

200

18.8 21.6 25.6 29.2 33.7

Figure 4.9 shows the resulting integral length scale profile from airborne mesaurements
during Flight 22.12 as well as the integral length scale profiles from ground measurements using
the time windows listed on Table 4.5:
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Figure 4.9. Integral length scales profile from airborne mesaurements during Flight 22.12
including and outside of the convergence zone (solid and dashed black lines, respectively) and
integral length scale profiles from ground measurements using 5 different time windows (color).
OCZ: Outside of the convergence zone.
Considering the integral length scale from airborne measurements including the
convergence zone (solid black line), the best agreement between airborne and ground integral
length scale profiles occurs with a time window for ground measurements of 160 minutes (cyan
line), for this particular case. From Table 4.5, it can be inferred that this is the smallest time window
with a projected distance covered (25.6km) that is larger than the distance traveled by the aircraft
(22.4km). Therefore, this suggests that the best agreement between airborne and ground integral
length scale profiles is found when both instruments probe approximately the same length of air
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mass. However, it is important to remember that this analysis was carried out under
inhomogeneous conditions that most likely affected the outcomes.
Figure 4.10 summarizes the integral length scale profiles found for flight transects that
carried out vertical stare measurements over Boulder (Table 4.3) and Nederland (Table 4.4). Since
strong updrafts were observed during flights transects 22.12 and 22.17 due to the collision of
different air masses, the integral length scales for these flights was also calculated outside of the
convergence zone (OCZ) by ignoring the region of strong updrafts. Additionally, the
corresponding airborne vertical velocity measurements for all the flight transects, from which the
integral length scales are calculated, are shown in the Appendix.
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Figure 4.10. Integral length scale profiles found for flight transects that carried out vertical stare
measurements over Boulder (Elevation 1660m ASL) and Nederland (Elevation 2690m ASL).
OCZ: Outside of the convergence zone.
In general, integral length scales were larger over Boulder than Nederland. Moreover,
ignoring the convergence zone resulted in smaller integral length scales for Flight 22.12 but had
the opposite effect for Flight 22.17. The average of each of the integral length scale profiles
displayed in Figure 4.10, which will be used later in the comparison of 3-dimensional wind
components, as well as their minima and maxima are shown on Table 4.6. Note that the averages,
minima and maxima are taken using the portion of the integral length scale profiles above 2000m
for Boulder and above 3200m over Nederland in order to avoid ground interference and/or
topographic features.
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Table 4.6. Averages, minima and maxima of the integral length scale profiles displayed in
Figure 4.10. OCZ: Outside of the convergence zone.
Flight ID#

22.12 22.17 23.10 22.6 23.3 22.12 OCZ 22.17 OCZ

ILS average (m)

954

724

376

402

203

683

831

ILS minimum (m)

369

499

163

330

182

250

370

956

674

479

224

1245

1096

ILS maximum (m) 1331

Vertical velocity variance profiles for the flight transects that carried out vertical stare
measurements over Boulder and Nederland are calculated as well and shown on Figure 4.11. Since
strong updrafts were observed during flights transects 22.12 and 22.17 due to the collision of
different air masses, the variance for these flights was also calculated ignoring the region of strong
updrafts in order to obtain a measure of the turbulence outside of the convergence zone (OCZ).
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Figure 4.11. Vertical velocity variance profiles found for flight transects that carried out vertical
stare measurements over Boulder (Elevation 1660m ASL) and Nederland (Elevation 1660m
ASL). OCZ: Outside of the convergence zone.
Looking at the vertical velocity variance profiles of flight transects 22.12 and 22.17
including and outside the convergence zone, it can be observed that the presence of strong updrafts
causes the vertical velocity variance to considerably increase. Moreover, the variance profiles over
Nederland are generally larger than those from Boulder outside of the convergence zone. This
indicates that, ignoring the effects of the updrafts generated by the collision of different air masses
that occurred over Boulder, turbulence appears to be stronger over Nederland for this example.
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4.4.2. 3-Dimensional Wind Components
As mentioned earlier, airborne continuous scan measurements are used to calculate 3dimensional wind profiles using different azimuth windows (from 180° to 1800°). For each
azimuth window, profiles of the u, v and w wind components are obtained. Each of these profiles
is compared against its ground counterpart, which is obtained from 5-minute averages around the
time in which the aircraft was closest to the ground instrument. Figure 4.12 shows profiles of u, v
and w from ground (red line) and aircraft with different azimuth windows (blue-to-yellow colors)
during Flight 23.14 (Table 4.3).
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Figure 4.12. Profiles of u, v and w from ground (red line) and aircraft with different azimuth
windows (blue-to-yellow colors) during Flight 23.14.
For each of the components (u, v and w), the difference at each height between the ground
profile and the different aircraft profiles is used to calculate the RMSE as a function of the azimuth
windows. Since longer aircraft travel is required in order to complete bigger azimuth windows, the
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calculated RMSE can also be expressed as a function of distance traveled by aircraft. Figure 4.13
shows the calculated RMSE of u, v and w versus distance traveled by aircraft for all the continuous
scan (CS) flight transects over Boulder (solid lines with circle markers) and Nederland (dashed
lines with star markers) listed on Table 4.3 and Table 4.4, respectively.
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Figure 4.13. RMSE of u (top), v (middle) and w (bottom) versus distance traveled by aircraft for
all the continuous scan (CS) flight transects over Boulder (solid lines with circle markers) and
Nederland (dashed lines with star markers) listed on Table 4.3 and Table 4.4, respectively.
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In general, errors of the horizontal wind components u and v are significantly larger than
those of the vertical component w and we observed higher errors for measurements over Nederland
than over Boulder; particularly for the v and w components from Flight 22.05. Moreover, using
larger azimuth windows considerably improved the errors for most cases over Nederland but not
over Boulder, where errors were consistently low, regardless. The occurrence of higher errors over
Nederland may be attributed to inaccuracies in the VAD analysis produced by inhomogeneous
conditions resulting from the presence of stronger turbulence at this location (ignoring the
influence of the converge zone that appeared near Boulder), as mentioned above. Furthermore,
turbulence and inhomogeneous conditions might also be the cause of higher errors being found for
the horizontal wind components than for the vertical wind velocity. Additionally, the need for
larger azimuth windows and, hence, longer integration times in order to improve the RMSE is
likely to be driven by the amount of turbulence present, as well.
Considering the behavior of the RMSE for the different flights may be affected by
constantly-changing atmospheric conditions, it becomes useful to present the RMSE with respect
to the integral length scales as they are a measure of the length over which the wind velocity is
relatively well correlated with itself. The integral length profiles found for the flight transects that
carried out vertical stare measurements are presented in Figure 4.10 and their averages, minima
and maxima are summarized in Table 4.6. Then, the distance traveled by aircraft for each
continuous scan flight transect is normalized using the average integral length scale (see Table 4.6)
from the vertical stare flight transect that is closest in time (see Table 4.3 and Table 4.4). Figure
4.14 shows the calculated RMSE versus the integral-length-scale-normalized distance traveled by
aircraft for u, v and w for all the continuous scan (CS) flight transects over Boulder (solid lines
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with circle markers) and Nederland (dashed lines with star markers) listed on Table 4.3 and Table
4.4, respectively.

Figure 4.14. RMSE of u (top), v (middle) and w (bottom) versus the integral-length-scalenormalized distance traveled by aircraft for all the continuous scan (CS) flight transects over
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Boulder (solid lines with circle markers) and Nederland (dashed lines with star markers) listed on
Table 4.3 and Table 4.4, respectively.
The RMSE of u for measurements over Nederland appear to have a common local
minimum at a distance traveled by aircraft equivalent to approximately 8 integral length scales but
there does not seem to be a common minimum for the RMSE of v and w. While the RMSE of u, v
and w over Boulder have minima mostly between 2 and 6 integral length scales, although, not very
significant
Figure 4.15 shows the results of carrying out the same analysis in terms of horizontal wind
speed and direction, calculated from u and v using Equation 4.12 and Equation 4.13, respectively.
Similar to the RMSE of u, the RMSE of wind speed have a common minimum at approximately
8 integral length scales, with errors of 2m/s or better. On the other hand, the RMSE of wind
direction don’t seem to have a common minimum but, for most cases, they were found to be no
larger than 40°.
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Figure 4.15. RMSE of horizontal wind speed (top) and direction (bottom) versus the integrallength-scale-normalized distance traveled by aircraft for all the continuous scan (CS) flight
transects over Boulder (solid lines with circle markers) and Nederland (dashed lines with star
markers) listed on Table 4.3 and Table 4.4, respectively.
Furthermore, in order to better understand the conditions that might have caused
abnormally high errors during Flight 22.05, we analyzed the corresponding ground measurement
from the HALO wind lidar. Retrievals of u, v and w corresponding to 30 minutes of measurements
centered around the time in which the aircraft was closest to the HALO wind lidar are shown on
Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.16. Retrievals of u, v and w corresponding to 30 minutes of measurements centered
around the time in which the aircraft was closest to the HALO wind lidar on August 12th (Flight
22.05).
Retrievals of u show strong winds with velocities that were at times larger than 10m/s in
the west-east direction. While retrievals of v, which is the component aligned with the direction of
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the aircraft movement, show a sharp vertical wind shear at 21:21 UTC, time at which Flight 22.05
was still being conducted. These strong inhomogeneities, being located above the ground
instrument around the time in which airborne measurements were taken, are likely to have affected
the retrievals and could be the cause of the disagreement between airborne and ground
measurements for this particular flight transect. Moreover, it is important to note that, even though
similar inhomogeneities were observed near Boulder due to the collision of different air masses,
they had already displaced away from the ground instrument by the time the aircraft was collecting
measurements and did not impact the agreement between airborne and ground retrievals.
4.5. Summary
Airborne wind measurements were carried out on August 12th and 13th using a micro pulse
Doppler lidar on board a Twin Otter aircraft while flying over different locations where other wind
lidars were deployed on ground. This study focused on the analysis and comparison of airborne
vs. ground vertical stare and continuous scan measurements over Boulder and Nederland, in
Colorado. Vertical velocity measurements were used to calculate the integral length scale and the
vertical velocity variance. It was found that the best agreement between integral length scale
profiles from airborne and ground measurements occurs when the ground measurements, projected
into space, covered at least the same distance as the aircraft during the corresponding flight
transect. However, it is important to remember that this analysis was carried out under
inhomogeneous conditions that affected the outcomes.
Airborne and ground 3-dimensional wind component retrievals from continuous scan
measurements were compared to one another and the root-mean-squared error (RMSE) was used
as a measure of the agreement between them. In general, higher RMSE were observed for
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Nederland than for Boulder. Moreover, higher RMSE were also observed for the horizontal wind
components, u and v, than for vertical velocity w. The occurrence of higher errors over Nederland
than Boulder, and for the horizontal components than the vertical may be attributed to the presence
turbulence and inhomogeneous conditions. Multiple sets of 3-dimensional wind component
retrievals were obtained from airborne measurements by applying the VAD analysis with different
azimuth windows centered around the time in which the aircraft was closest to the ground
instrument. It was found that using larger azimuth windows produced significant improvements to
the RMSE for most cases over Nederland but not over Boulder, where errors were consistently
low, regardless. Furthermore, the amount of azimuth and time integration necessary to improve
the RMSE is likely to be driven by the amount of turbulence present. RMSE calculated using the
different azimuth windows were also presented as a function of the distance traveled by the aircraft
normalized by the corresponding integral length scale for each flight transect. This indicated a
common minimum of 2m/s or less for the RMSE of horizontal wind speed at approximately 8
integral length scales. On the other hand, the RMSE of horizontal wind direction don’t seem to
have a common minimum but, for most cases, they were found to be no larger than 40°.
Studies that focus on the comparison of Doppler wind lidar measurements from airborne
and ground instruments are scarce (see for example [Augere et al. 2019; Liu et al. 2016]).
Recently, Gasch et al. [Gasch et al. 2020] found RMSE of 0.36m/s between true and retrieved
wind speed for airborne Doppler lidar measurements using a large-eddy-simulation approach. This
sets a theoretical limit on the accuracy of the measurements as it purely assesses retrieval errors
arising from sampling geometries under a inhomogeneous wind field. Our experimental RMSE
were higher than those found by Gasch et al. through simulation, however, this can be attributed
to the additional challenges imposed by non-ideal conditions (e.g. convergence of air masses and
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wind shear) present at the time of the measurements that impacted the performance of our analysis.
In practice, use of dropsondes is the most common way of validating airborne wind measurements.
Previous studies have found wind speed errors between Doppler wind lidar and dropsondes
observations to be >1m/s [Weissmann et al 2005; Baidar et al. 2018; Bucci et al. 2018]. In
particular, Bucci et al. [Bucci et al. 2018] reported RMSE of wind speed at 2.4m/s and of wind
direction at 40°, which strongly agree with the findings in this study.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOKS
This thesis work has been produced with the objective of contributing to the field of laser
remote sensing and showing the importance of these technologies for the advancement of
atmospheric studies. Therefore, we have presented here innovative applications of laser remote
sensing of gases, aerosol and wind with diverse goals that tackle different issues. The contributions
of this work can be summarized as follows:
•

The work presented in Chapter 2 demonstrates a novel technology for detection of gas
leaks by combining intra-pulse spectroscopy with the mid-infrared frequency chirp of
a quantum cascade laser. This allowed us to perform rapid measurements (68ms) with
sufficient range (up to 45m) necessary for the envisioned application of remote
detection of gas leaks from a moving platform. When compared to other instruments,
the performance of the QCLOPS is relatively equal or better considering the limitations
in power that affect quantum cascade lasers. In other words, if the power of our system
was increased to equal that used by other authors, and under the same integration time,
the sensitivity and accuracy of our system is at least comparable to theirs.

•

Contributions from Chapter 3 are encompassed in the implementation and application
of methodologies used in the retrieval of backscatter coefficient maps over New York
City obtained from horizontal scan measurements using a micro pulse lidar. Limitations
were found in terms of the applicability of the proposed methodologies due to changes
in the atmospheric conditions and type of observation being executed. Nevertheless,
these methodologies were successfully applied in two case studies to observe aerosol
spatial distributions and transport over New York City, as well as, to remotely monitor
smokestack emissions from a power plant complex.
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•

The work presented in Chapter 4 elaborates on data collected as part of the FIREX-AQ
field campaign, which aims to investigate the impact on air quality and climate from
wildfires and agricultural fires in the United States by looking at the chemistry and
transport of smoke. However, contributions from Chapter 4 go beyond data validation
as part of this field campaign. This study focuses on the comparison of Doppler wind
lidar measurements from airborne and ground instruments with the objective of
evaluating the performance of the airborne system and providing insights on how to
improve its measurement precision while minimizing errors.

These contributions are now more relevant than ever considering the current and recent
events that have happened locally and around the globe. In New York City, many fatalities and
injuries have occurred due to incidents related to natural gas leaks, indicating an alarming trend
for the past 20 years [Dunlap 2015]. Sadly, some of these incidents took place in the neighborhood
of Harlem, where The City College of New York campus is located. Hence, we were strongly
motivated to carry out this study, hoping that it would provide an alternative solution to this issue
that have affected our neighbors and community.
We also mentioned how communities of low socio-economic statues are more vulnerable
to respiratory diseases for a number of reasons (see Chapter 3 Section 3.1.2). This is the case for
many residents of The Bronx, in New York City, and we have seen this situation worsen in the last
few months with the appearance of the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic. This
disease is characterized by acute respiratory symptoms, among others, and have disproportionately
affected African-American and Latino communities, such as those found in The Bronx as shown
on Figure 5.1 [CDC 2020; NYCDOH 2020]. Hence, in order to better protect these vulnerable
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communities from the adverse effects of respiratory diseases, it is of great importance to closely
monitor the factors that can aggravate such conditions, including exposure to particulate pollution.

Figure 5.1. Confirmed COVID-19 death rates in New York City by borough (top) and
race/ethnicity (bottom) [NYCDOH 2020].
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Moreover, as of April 30th of this year, a major nuclear reactor part of the Indian Point
Energy Center in New York State was permanently shut down after more than 45 years of
operation and one more reactor will follow on April of 2021 to bring the nuclear plant to complete
closure [Entergy Corporation 2020]. A deactivation assessment report by the New York
Independent System Operator (NYISO), concluded that the reliability of the state power system
would depend on additional sources of power to replace Indian Point Energy Center. For this
assessment, NYISO included three major natural-gas-fueled generation facilities that, at the time
of the report, were still under construction. They also added that, in the absence of these generation
facilities, additional solutions will be necessary in terms of generation, transmission, energy
efficiency and demand response measures [NYISO 2017]. Therefore, with New York State relying
more on natural gas electricity generation, monitoring the activity and emissions of such power
plants will be of great importance in the near future.
On a global scale, there have been at least 3 recent major incidents involving devastating
wildfires around the world, including the Amazon rainforest, Australia and California, burning
millions of acres of land, affecting the wildlife and emitting tremendous amounts of smoke and
CO2 [Andrade 2019; Hope 2019; Hope 2020; Phillips and Nogrady 2020; Yu et al. 2020; WWF
2020; CAL FIRE 2020]. Understanding the impacts these “megafires” events will have on air
quality and climate is extremely important and the FIREX-AQ field campaign findings can be a
key contributor in achieving this by helping to improve the modeling of the processes involved in
wildfires.
Ultimately, our contributions and their relevance to recent events speak for the great
potential of laser remote sensing technologies and their capability to address many different issues
across a wide range of disciplines. New implementations of these technologies will allow the
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fulfillment of measurement needs and will provide a greater understanding of the Earth’s
atmosphere in the decades to come. A bright future is ahead for the field of laser remote sensing,
and we can expect to see more of these technologies in applications going from space missions to
everyday tasks.
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APPENDIX
Additional airborne vertical velocity measurements taken with MD2 taken over Boulder
(Table 4.3) and Nederland (Table 4.4):

Figure A1. Airborne vertical velocity measurements taken over Boulder on August 12th (Flight
22.17 on Table 4.3) relative to the location of the ground instrument.
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Figure A2. Airborne vertical velocity measurements taken over Boulder on August 13th (Flight
23.10 on Table 4.3) relative to the location of the ground instrument.
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Figure A3. Airborne vertical velocity measurements taken over Nederland on August 12th (Flight
22.06 on Table 4.4) relative to the location of the ground instrument.
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Figure A4. Airborne vertical velocity measurements taken over Nederland on August 13th (Flight
23.03 on Table 4.4) relative to the location of the ground instrument.
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